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LEutiLER &TIMES
Murray Main Street directors take first step
toward outlining priorities for next decade

Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND. Ky. - A
contractor for the Kentucky'
Transportation Cabinet planned
to have the westernmost section
of the new U.S. 68/KY 80
Corridor through the Land
Between the Lakes National
Recreation Area open to 4-lane
traffic Monday, according to
Keith Todd, public information
officer for the Kentucky
Department of Transportation's
District Or,e and District Two
offices.
move
The
will essentially
make the new
fully
4-lane
functional
from The Trace
to
westward
the F.ggner's
Ferry Bridge at
Kentucky
Lake.
Todd
K YTC
Section Supervisor Mike Oliver
emphasized that the remaining
section of U.S. 68/KY 80 from
The Trace eastward to the
Lawrence Memorial Bridge
over Lake Barkley at Canton is
still under construction, Todd
said.
"Our contractor would appreciate the continued cooperation
of the public along the unfinished portion of the new corridor," Oliver said. "There will
continue to be construction
activity along this extended
work zone east of The Trace in
LBL for several more weeks.
We need the help of the public
to assure the safety of everyone
as traffic remains one lane in
each direction."
Oliver indicated the easternmost section of the LBL
Corridor should be open to fourlane traffic by mid-December.
In the meantime, he reminded
motorists that continued caution
is required in the remaining
work zone.

See Page 2A
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New Downtown Master Plan envisioned

Westernmost
section of LBL
4-lane opens
on Monday
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office will close at 11 a.m.
Wednesday and be closed
Thanksgiving Day.
The office will reopen
on Friday at 8 a.m.

WEATHER

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Murray Main Street's board of directors took the first steps Monday night in
creating a new downtown master plan to
choose priorities for the next decade.
The current master plan was adopted

in 2001 and included pnonties such as
the Streetscape project, which revamped
sidewalks, street lights, light pole banners, benches and landscapes downtown. Main Street Manager Deana
Wright said the plan also paved the way
for renovation of the Bull Pen and the

old post office, now Robert O. Miller
Conference Center, which is the location
of the Main Street office and Monday
night's "community visioning workshop."
Houseal Lavigne Associates is the
company hired by Murray Main Street
to create the master plan based on the
board's wishes. HLA associates Trevcr
Dick and Brandon Nolin first gave a
presentation outlining the current status

of Main Street priorities, potential
issues, demographics, residential and
retail markets. Dick said the new master
plan stiould set goals, analyze existing
conditions and trends and guide preservation and development for the next 10
to 15 years.
Dick said that while the old master
plan focused only on the immediate
downtown area, the new one would

•See Page 2A

MCCMA
readies
holiday
dinner
6th annual meal
to be held at
Banquet Center
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
hile families are busy preparing
for their own Thanksgiving celebrations Thursday. Rev. Rose
Bogal-Allbritten and the MurrayCalloway County Ministerial Association
are preparing for a feast to feed hundreds.
The sixth annual
Community'
Thanksgiving Dinner is
scheduled for Thursday
from I 1:30 a.rn. to 1 p.m.
al the Murray Banquet
Center and open to all.
"A lot of times people
shink it's just for poor
people. but it's for anyone spending
Allbritten
Thanksgiving alone. You
can have a whole lot of money and no-one
to spend the holiday with," BogalAlibritten said. "It's like instant family."
At 11 a.m., a non-denominational service will be held. Bogal-Allbritten said it's
based on several different services and
designed to be acceptable regardless of
denomination.
The event usually feeds an average of
250 people, including meals that are
delivered through meals on wheels. A
crew of volunteers prepares and serves the
meal, drives anyone who needs transportation and delivers meals to those who
need it.
The association uses donations to fund
the meal. and are still looking for monetary and food donations for this year's

W

II See Page 2A
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Thanksgiving Decorations
during a door decoration craft activity at Glendale
Mary Helen Williams places the beak on a turicey decoration
to create the turkeys on a piece of foam.
leaves
tree
fake
Place this week. The residents used paper and
activity.
Several Glendaie residents participated in the holiday-onented
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North, South Korea exchange
fire; 2 marines reported killed

Ilaiht Forecast
The Natirvial Weather Service
Tuesday: Cloudy. with a high
near 62.
Tuesdsy Night: A 20 percent
chance of showers after midnight Mostly cloudy. with a low
around 44.
Wednesday: Showers likely
and possibly a thunderstorm.
Partly sunny, with a high near
63. East southeast wind
between 6 and 10 mph. with
gusts as high as 18 mph.
Chance of precipitation is 60%.
Wednesday Night: Showers
likely and possibly a thunderstorm. Mostly cloudy. with a low
around 49. South southeast
wind between 6 and 15 mph.
Chance of precipitation is 60°..6.
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AP Photo/Yonhap
Smoke billow from Yeonpyeong island near the border against
North Korea, in South Korea, Tuesday, Nov. 23. North and South
Korea exchanged artitlery fire Tuesday after the North shelled an
island near their disputed sea border, killing at least two South
Korean marines, setting dozens of buildings ablaze and senifng
civilians fleeing for Shelter.
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area, according to South Pyong.yang threatened more
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Korean officials. When Seoul strikes if the South crossed
Associated Press Writer
maritime border by "even
SEOUL. South Korea (AP) refused, the North bombarded their
millimeter," according
0.001
-held
Korean
South
small
the
Korea
South
and
— North
official Korean
North's
the
to
which
g,
Yeonpyeon
of
island
fire
artillery
exchanged
News Agency.
Tuesday after the North houses military installations Central
Government officials in
shelled an island near their and a small civilian populaSeoul called the bombarddisputed sea border, killing at tion.
South Korea retcrned fire ments "inhumane atrocities"
least two South Korean
1953
dispatched fighter jets in that violated the
and
of
dozens
setting
marines,
buildings ablaze and sending response. and said there could armistice halting the Korean
be considerable North Korean War. The two sides technically
civilians fleeing for shelter.
as troops unleashed remain at war because a peace
casualties
when
began
skirmish
The
Pyongyang wamed the South intense retaliatory tire. The
II See Page 2A
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Kentricky

News in Brief
Ky. seeks halt to sak of alcoholic energy drinks
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Kentucky officials are asking retail
ers to stop selling alcoholic energy! drinks.
A statement from the Public Protection Cabinet on Monday says
the action by the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control was
sparked by a warning the Federal Drug Administration issued last
week. The agency sent letters to four manufacturers calling the
caffeine added to the beverages an "unsafe food additive.'
The companies have 15 days to respond to the letters and either
explain how they will take their products off the market or defend
their drinks as safe.
Kentucky officials say they sent a letter to manufacturers, distributors and retailers of malt beverages asking them to voluntarily
stop selling the drinks.
ABC Malt Beverage officials called the action necessary while
they await further infonnation.

Couple found dead, murder-suicide suspected

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times

Murray Main Street board members look at a map of a section of town to mart( what parts might be in need of improvement
during a workshop Monday night to create a new downton master plan. Pictured, from left, are Martha AIIs, Butch Seargent,
City Planner Candace Dowdy and Lisa Cope.

III Downtown...
From Front
I Ill0rporate
Murray
State
Ur.iversity and older residential
areas in town. He said the overall goal of the plan would be to
push priority projects to the
forefront. provide a basis for
redevelopment,
encourage
preservations in historical residential areas and to create a
-corridor" for MSU.
Dick said he thought the inter-

section of 12th and Main Street
could possibly be improved
with brick signs or landscaping
that would mark it as a gateway
to the downtown area. He said
parking spots downtown are
also a common complaint. He
said the angled parking in the
downtown square can be a problem for some people in that
some larger vehicles can be difficult to park and the stripes on
the pavement can also be hard to
see. He said accessible parking
is vital to draw people down-

town.
"Parking
is
interesting
because a lot of people talk
about the need for more parking," Dick said. "Some say we
have enough parking, we just
don't know where it is.Board members divided into
groups for about an hour to discuss potential projects for the
future. Each group was given a
map with a clifferent section of
town on which to focus. The
groups discussed possible sites
for new development of re-

development, public buildings
in rieed of improvement, needed
improvements in transportation
and parking. residential developments and city policies
regarding land use and development.
The presentation by HLA, as
well as an outline of proposals
from boan1 members, will be
available soon at the Main
Street website, niurraymainstreet.org

III Korea...
From Front
treaty was never signed.
The exchange was a sharp
escalation of the skirmishes that
flare up along die disputed border from time to time, and come
amid high tensions over North
Korea's claim that it has a new
uranitun enrichment facility and
just six weeks after North
Korean leader Kim Jong II
unveiled youngest son Kim
Jong Un as his heir apparent.
Columns of thick black smoke
could be seen rising from homes
on the island in footage aired by
YTN cable television. Screams
and shouts filled the air as shells
rained down on the island for
about an hour.
"I thought I would die," Lee
The
Chun-ok, 54, told
Associated P.ess after being
evacuated to the port city of
Incheon, west of Seoul. "I was
really, really terrified, and I'm

still terrified."
She said she was watching TV
when the shelling began, and a
wall and door in her home suddenly collapsed.
The United States, which has
more than 28,000 troops stationed in South Korea, conattack.
in
demned
the
Washington. White House PreSS
Secretary Robert Gibbs called
on North Korea to "halt its belligerent action," and said the
U.S. is "firmly corrunitted" to
South Korea's defense, and to
the "maintenance of regional
peace and stability."
China, the North's economic
and political benefactor, which
also maintains close commercial ties to die South, appealed
to both sides to remain calm and
"to do more to contribute to
peace and stability on the peninMinistry
Foreign
sula,
spokesman Hong Lei said.
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Toys, Games, Puzzles 8- Morel
506

N 12th St • Olympic Plaza (Next to Los Portales)

(270) 761-TOYS

NOTICE
Due to the Thanksgiving Holiday, City
Garbage pickup will run 1 day in
advance in some areas. During the
week of November 22nd — November
26th only, we are asking customers who
pickup on
are scheduled for
THURSDAY, NOV. 25TH to set their
garbage out WEDNESDAY, NOV.
24TH. Everyone needs to have their
container at the curb no later than
7:000 a.m.

Photo provided
Volunteers work at last year's Community Thanksgiving
Dinner This year s free meal will be held at the MurTay
Banquet Cemer and is open to al!.

NI Holiday dinner...
From Front
meal. Bogal-Allbritten said
they are always in need of
desserts and fresh fruit.
"We also try to get as much
monetary (donation) as possible. Since the Murray Banquet

Center is volunteering their
services and facilities, we don't
want them to incur any costs,"
she said.
For more information on volunteering for or donating to the
meal, contact Bogal-Allbritten
at(270)293-9490.

LBL 4-lane...
From Front
All LBL facilities are open
and operating on normal schedules. todd added.
The U.S. Forest Service LBL
the
Kentucky
staff and
Transportation Cabinet have
worked closely with contractors
and sub-contractors to provide
timely updates on highway conditions along the eight-mile

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-- Federal records show that just days
after being ordered to shut down, the trucking company involved
in the fatal accident that killed 11 people was back in business
with many of the same drivers and trucks.
The Courier-Journal and a tnicking industry newspaper called
The Trucker are reporting that Hester Inc. of Fayette, Ala., was
ordered off the road June 5 but resurfaced June 10 as FTS Fleet
Services.
The two papers report Hester's president had applied to operate
the new company from the same location.
Truck driver Kenneth Laymon went across the median on 1-65
near Munfordville on March 26, striking a van carrying
Mennonites traveling to a wedding in Iowa. Ten people in the van
as well as Laymon were killed.

Sen.-elect Rand Paul writing tea party book
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — Republican Kentucky Sen.-elect
Rand Paul will soon gain a new title — author of a book presenting his plans to turn the tea party's platform into government policy.
Center Street, a division of Hachette Book Group. announced
Monday that it will publish Paul's book, titled "The Tea Party
Goes to Washington."
The book is scheduled for publication in February.
A news release from the publisher calls Paul an "ambassador of
the tea party movement" for his support for limited government
and balanced budgets and opposition to industry bailouts.
Paul, a Bowling Green eye doctor and son of U.S. Rep. Ron
Paul, a libertarian icon, defeated Democrat Jack Conway in this
month's Senate election in Kentucky.

route from Canton to Aurora
through western Trigg County.
The U.S. 68/KY 80 Corridor

HARLAN. Ky.(AP) — A miner who was injured along with
two others in a collision at an eastem Kentucky mine could be
released from the hospital this week.
'The three workers were hurt last week in a collision between a
personnel carrier and a supply hauler at Bledsoe Coal
Corporation's Abner Branch Mine in Harlan County.
Kentucky Energy and Environment Cabinet spokesman Dick
Brown says 37-year-old Lowell Harris of Putney couid be released
by Wednesday. Harris and 27-year-old David Estes of Harlan were
airlifted to Holston Valley Medical Center in Kingsport, Tenn.,
after the crash last Wednesday.
Brown says Estes went home on Saturday. A third miner, 30year-old Michael Peterson of Putney, was released from Harlan
Appalachian Regional Hospital last week.

Grand jury hands up new indictment against inmate
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A federal inmate with Mafia ties
who escaped custody by kicking open a prison van door in
Kentucky has been reindicted.
A federal grand jury on Monday handed up a superseding indictment against 37-year-old Derek A. Capozzi. The new indictment
keeps the escape charge, but deleted some information about hov.
inmates are transported.
Capozzi was in Kentucky to testify at a federal trial and was
being taken back to a prison in Pennsylvania when he kicked open
the van door and fled on April 15. He was caught two days later.
His trial date is set for Dec. 21.

provides the only east-west

No public notice, smoking ban vote delayed

crossing of the LBL.
The Rogers Group is the

INDEPENDENCE, Ky.(AP) — A county legislative vote on a
proposed smoking ban in northern Kentucky has been delayed
because of inadequate public notice.
The Kenton Fiscal Court met Monday and was expected to take
up the issue, but County Attorney Garry Edmondson told The
Kentucky Enquirer a notice of the special meeting didn't get posted in a conspicuous place in the courthouse.

prime contractor on the $50 milproject
design-build

lion

through approximately 8 miles
of the Land Between The Lakes.
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All other routes will run on their normal schedule. Sanitation Office will be
closed Friday, Nov. 26th.
The City of Murray Sanitation
Department appreciates your cooperation in this matter. Should you have
any questions, please call 762-0380.

Report: Truck company back in business

Ky. miner hurt in crash recovering

liclfA A

10.3

IRVINE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky State Police are investigating an
apparent murder-suicide in Estill County.
WKYT-TV in Lexington repons authorities didn't immediately
release the names of those found dead in a home late Sunday
aftemoon.
The TV station reports a middle-age couple lived in the home.
Neighbor Billy Rogers says the man and woman had separated
and she returned to the house Sunday to get her clothing.
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Woman at center of Pitino

case wants new probe
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
The woman convicted of trying
to extort millions from
University of Louisville basketball coach Rick Pitino wants
a federal judge to appoint a special panel to reinvestigate her
case.
In a motion made public
Cunagin
Monday, Karen
Sypher claims to have a witness
to evidence tampering in the
case. The motion does not identify the witness or offer any
details about the allegation,
Sypher also claims a wide ranging conspiracy to convict her.
A federal jury in August
convicted Sypher of three
counts of extortion, two counts
of lying to the FBI and one
count of retaliating against a
witness.
Sypher's sentencing is
indefinitely postponed while
U.S. District Judge Charles R.
Simpson III weighs a request to
step down from the case
because of alleged conflicts of
interest.
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Grey leads 'Dancing'slate;
two dances decide champ
By SANDY COHEN
AP Entertainment Writer
LoS ANGELES (API —
Jennifer Grey is leading the way.
toward the -Dancing With the
Stars" crown.
The
50-year-old
actress
comes into Tuesday's season
finale in first place. She and
professional partner Derek
Hough earned a perfect score
tor their two dances on
Monday's show — the final bid
for v iewer votes, which count
for half of contestants' total

eke
retailay says
al was
ied last
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MHS Royalty:
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During the recent 2010 Senior Superlative Ceremony
Christian Duncan and Lauren Owens, left, were named
2010-2011 Mr. and Miss Murray High School. The 201°2011 Mr. and Miss MHS Court included, above, from left:
Alix Bloodworth, Lindsey Capps, Elizabeth Dawson. Lauren
Owens, Amanda Winchester, Sarah Wooten. David Vinson.
Robert Olive. Drew Kelleher. Ian Holmes, Christian Duncan
and Steven Arnold, Other superlatives name during the ceremony were: Class Favorites: Most Dependable: Most
Talented: Wittiest: Best Smile: Best Personaiity: Best
Dressed; Most Outgoing; Best Looking; Most Athletic; Most
School Spirit: Most Likely to Succeed; and Best All-Around.
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SHERRY PURDOM MISD Public Information Officer
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Actor Kyle Massey. finished
Monday's episode in second
place with 56 points out of a
possible 60, while Sarah Palin's
daughter Bristol landed in third
with 52 points. All three stars
will perform two dances on
Tuesday's show before a new
"Dancing- champ is named.
Palin said it was challenging
to overcome the flurry. of media
eoverage that erupted when she
outlasted Brandy on the hit
ABC show, prompting some
viewers to question the veracity
of the "Dancing" voting system.
And her improbable run to the
finals has been championed by.
websites like conservative blogger
Kev in
Dulan's
Hillbuzz.org, leading to such an
uproar that conspiracy theories

are floating.
Though she said on Monday•s
episode "there s lots of haters
out there that are waiting for me
to fair the 20-year-old single
mom said after the show that
she feels she deserves to win.
"We've heen working our
butts off.- she said.
How. would it feel for Grey to
take home the show's ourrorhul I
trophy?
Grey won't even consider it
until Tuesday's dances are
done.
"I think it's bad juju." she said
after earning a perfect 60 point.
on Monday's episode.
Massey' and his professional
partner, Lacey Schwimmer. said
they•ve been having so much
fun dancing together, they can
hardly believe they actually.
have a chance at the title_
The
I 9-year-old
Disney
Channel star did the retro dance
move during his freestyle routine on Monday's show.
Though viewer voting is
closed. each contestant will add
the judges' SCOreti for their two
dances Tuesday to their overall
Monday totals. The dancer with
the highest combined total of
judges' points and viewer votes
will become the new "Dancingchamp.
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NES 'Class Favorites' named
By SHERRY PURDOM
MIST) Public information Officer
Murray High School Class
Superlatives recently named by.
MHS were:
Class
Favorites:
Colby
Donelson
and
Hannah
McAllister; Most Dependable:
Robert Olive and Elizabeth
Imes: Most Talented: Travis
Durr and Megan Shoulherg:
Wittiest: Travis Garland and
Meg O'Brien; Best Smile.
Cedric Cherry. and ZA)ri Taylor;
Best Personality: Drew. Kelleher

and Sion House: Best Dressed
Niko
Sikkel
and
Ali s
Bloxxiworth:
Most
Outgoing:
Grantt
Damell and Ania Phillips: Best
Looking: Alex Bokeno and
Cierra Miller; Most Athletic:
Matt Deese and
Lauren
Dieleman: Most School Spirit:
Adam
Miller
and
lax
Richardson; Most Likely to
Succeed: Steven Arnold and
Becca Kilby; and Best AllAround: Christian Duncan :Old
Lauren Owens.

Get a Jump on the Holidays!
Shop our After-Thanksgiving Prices Early

WEDNESDAY ONLY

TAKE AN EXTRA

Audit shows TVA overbilled
by financial advisers

0/0
OFF

CHATTAN00(;A.
Tenn.
'Thompson said Deloitte
(AP) — An audit shows the vided TVA "the utmost profesfinancial management firm sionalism and good faith" for
Deloitte Consulting overbilled nearly seven years.
the Tennessee Valley' Authority.
"We worked in accordame
by S-1.8 million from 2003 with the terms of the contracts
ihrough 2(X)8.
and the needs of TVA and
The audit by the TVA's Office always have immediately rectiof Inspector General describes fied any legitimate issues conthe overbilling, much of it cerning
our
invoices.involving overtime. as "unsup- Thompson said.
ported or not in accordanceTVA hired Deloitte to perform
with contracts that were independent reviews and proreviewed.
vide advisory services related to
Deloitte spokesman David programs such as competer
Thompson told the Chattanooga services and proposed legislaTimes Free Press that the firm tion.
"strongly disagrees with the
The TVA inspector general
inspector generals assertions."
released a summary but not the
TVA spokesman Scott Brooks complete audit.
',aid there will be a thorough
Most of the financial advice
review of the audit and TVA was offered for projects in
will decide if reimbursement Knoxville and Chattanooga.
should he pm-sued.
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Fear grips Tenn. town
as killer remains free

Murray Ledger & Times

ObRuades
Linda R. Lewandowski

Sue Ann Hancock

Linda R. Lew andow ski, 70, of Arcade. N.Y.. died Sunday, Not.
Funeral scr‘ lies lin Slit: Ann Hancock, 58. of Murray. were held
21, 2010, in Buffalo General Hospital in Buffalo, N.Y.
totlay. Tuesday. Nov. 23. 2010. at !I a.m. in the chapel of the J.H.
Born Oct. 25. 1940. in North Tonawanda. N.Y. to the late John Churchill Funeral Home with the RCN. Nlartin Set erns officiating
HENNING. Tenn. i AP) - year-old rural leiter earner Judy
and Ruth Reafasall Gust, she was a member and Eucharistic minis- Burial
Older folks don't walk the Spray - have begged btu- inforfollowed in the Kentucky. Veterans Cemetery. West in
ter of St. Mary's Church in East Arcade. N.Y. She was also a home Hopkinsville.
street% as much as they used to mation from people in and near
healthcare aide for the Wyominp. County. N.Y. Department of
in this tiny West Tennessee Henning. Authorities won't talk
Serving as pallbeareis were Rex Galloway.. Ralph Story. Mitchell
Health in Warsaw'. N.Y. and had previously worked at Motorola in Johnson,
town. Residents lock their front about who may have killed
An Bailey. Jr. and Dale Thomason.
Arcade and the Sunny Day Rest Home in Yorkshire. N.Y.
doors more often. And the cut- them. nor why. A $50.000
Hancock died Saturday. Nov. 20. 2010, at her home after an
In
addition
to
her
parents, she was preceded in death by her hus- extended illness.
ups who used to hang out out- reward for information leading
band. Richard J. Lewandowski. whom she tnarried Oct. 8. 1966. in
side the coin laundry next to the to an arrest remains unclaimed.
Bom in Murray on Nov. 6, 1952, to the late Randolph L. and Jean
East Arcade. and who died Nov.. 13. 1996.
post office are niostly gone.
The drive through Henning,
Galloway Story, she was a homemaker and of the Baptist faith
She is survived by a brother. Roger Gust and wile. Pat of Murray;
It's been a month since two about 45 miles northeast of
She is survived by her husband, Tyrone Hancock of Murray.,
two sisters. Mary "Sandy" Barber and husband, David of Stanley. whom she
female postal worker% WM: Memphis. doesn't take long. A
married on Oct. 17. 1970. in Hopkinsville: two daughters.
N.Y..
and Cynthia Parry. and husband. Ed of Freedom, N.Y.; and Amanda Monroe and
fatally' shot while at work in sign welcoming visitors sits at
husband. Mark of Elkton, and Tara Johnson
several nieces and nephews.
Henning. Tenn.. anti the town of the turnoff from Highway 51,
and husband. Kyle of Hopkinsville; one son, Tyrone Hancock II of
A Mass of Christian Burial service will be held Wednesday. Nov. Eddyville:
1,200 nestled between Highway' across a large field. Blink and
two sisters. Nancy' Lynn White and husband, Richard ot
24. 2010, at 10 a.m. in St. Mary's Church. East Arcade Road. East Green Cove Springs,
51 and a line of often-used rail- you'll miss city hall to the right
Fla.. and Linda G. Hastings and husband,
Arcade.
Interment will be in S.S. Peter & Paul Cemetery', Arcade.
road tracks may never be the hand side. Down farther. after
Truinan of Tiline: and three grandchildren. Elizabeth Higgins.
Visitation will be tonight, Tuesday. from 2-4 p.m. and 7-9 p.m. at Ashlyn Monroe and Allen Cole
same. People are afraid and the Henning Deli and Grill and
Monroe.
W.S. Davis Funeral Home,
frustrated: Investigators have "Mom's" coin laundry. stands
358 W. Main St., Arcade, NY
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneral14009.
hinted that the killer or killers the red brick post office where
home.com. Arrangeinents were handled by the J.H. Churchill
Expressions of sympathy may. be made to the Arcade Rescue Funeral Home.
may be among them, and Robinson and Spray were killed.
Squad, Arcade, NY or Mercy Flight, Buffalo, NY.
authorities say with eertainty
Investigators say that the
Arrangements are handled by W.S. Davis Funeral Horne. Inc.
that someone in the town must women were shot between 8:30
Walter Bowling
at least know what happened.
a.m. and 9 a.m. Oct. 18, and that
Graveside very i‘es for Walter Bowling. 76. of Benton, were held
Alonzo Benjamin 'Chuck' Milam, Jr.
They want to move on and the killer or killers likely drove
Sunday. Nov. 21, 2010, at 1 p.m. at Marshall County Memory'
again be remetnbered as the away. Investigators won't disAlonzo Benjamin "Chuck" Milani. Jr., 84. of Novi, Mich.. died
Gardens with the Rev. Johnny Coffenberry officiatboyhood home of ''Roots" cuss much more - such as the
Sunday. Nov. 21. 2010, at his residence.
ing. Burial followed in the Marshall County
author Alex Haley.. not the place type of car the assailants may
Born Jan. 22. 1926 in Paducah. he was a member
Memory Gardens.
where two postal workers vivre have been driving - though
of Puryear Baptist Church and retired after 26 years
Bowling died Friday. Nov. 19, 2010, at 5:20
killed in cold blood.
1
111„111 --.- from Standard Tube Co. in Redford. Mich. He was
several people driving burgundy
a.m. at Britthaven of Benton.
"In a stnall town. we know cars were searched in the days
also a U.S. Army World War II veteran and a memIn addition to his parents. James Bowling and
each other by name; we live and after the shooting.
'
ber of the V.F.W.
Belle Johnson Hacker, he was precetied in death by
we work and we interact with
In addition to his parents, Alonzo Benjamin Milan Sr. and Allie
Information that surfaced
his wife. Ruth Delores Hollandsworth Snow
each other on a daily basis." early in the investtzation sugDiann Nance Milan he was preceded in death by four sisters, Belda
Bowling; one grandson. Stephen Comwell; one
Henning Mayor Michael Bursey gested the women were shot
Gray Tarian, Willie Evelyn Babb. Karen Reeves and Audrey'
sister. Joyce Snyder; and one brother, Virgil
said "We cannot live and we during a robbery. but authorities
Neihoff.
Hacker.
Bowling
will not live. with this otninous won't
He is survived by his wife. Bonnie Mae Brannon Milam, whom
confirm
that.
He is survived by one son. Andrew Bowling of
cloud in our community."
he married on Dec. 24. 1949; two daughters, Glenda D. Prickett and Ohio; four daughters, Bonnie Coffenberry and
Investigators have scoured the
Davalene Fulks, both
husband, Terry of Walled Lake. Mich., arid Laurie K. Hauck of of Benton, Becky Cornwell of Hardin.
The U.S. Postal Inspection post office for evidence. The
and Joy Menser of
Service and relatives of the slain building remains closed and surFayetteville. Ga.; two sisters, Joan Niehoff and Sadie Nell Babb, Madisonville: one brother, Vernon Hacker
of Daytona Beach, Fla.;
both of Paducah; and grandchildren. Keith Prickett, Brandon three sisters, Myrtle Murtatah
women - 33-year-old retail rounded by yellow crime-scene
Rochester. N.Y., Nlary Wells of
Prickett, Kellie Hauck, Aaron Hauck and Sean Hauck.
clerk Paula Robinson and 59- tape.
Kettering. Ohio. and Ann Lee Curtis of Daytona, Ohio: eight grandFuneral services will be held Sunday. Nov. 28. 2010, at 2 p.m. at children, Michael Pratt. Daniel Fulks,
Charles Kenneth Pratt,
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home with Chad Kennedy Amanda Cleaver. Sandra Cornwell.
Don Cornwell. Stephanie
officiating. Burial will be in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery in Buchanan, Nlenser and Chad Menser;
13 great-grandchildren; and several
Tenn.
nieces and nephews.
1
. 4
Visitation will be Sunday, Nov. 28, from noon until funeral hour
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Murray-Calloway
at the funeral home.
County Hospice House, 803 Poplar Street. Murray. KY 42071.
Serving as pallbearers will be Keith Prickett. Brandon Prickett,
Arrangements were handled by hibeck-Cann & King Funeral
InVestments SitIcc1854
ot
Dwayne Neihoff, David Neihoff. Ricky Babb. Larry. Kennedy and Home & Crematory.
Kevin Kennedy'.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of memorial contriIbra loner Ind. Avg...1195.7.55 -120.03
HopFed Bank'
9.09 9.02
butions made to Glenda D. Prickett, 1065 Lakeview Dr. Walled
Air Products
.........84.22 - 1.28
B RI
Lake, MI 48390. Arrangements are handled by Ridgeway. Funeral
144.11 - 1.2$
Apple
310.59 - 2.77
Home in Paris, Tenn.
Intel ......... ......
- 0.06

STOCK MARKET 1REPORT
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AT&T. Inc.

28.03 - 0.26

BB&T

2.1.87 - 0.22

Bank of America

11.24 - 0.06

Brig,gs & Slratton
Bristol Msers Squibb
(aterpillar

Kroger

17.15 - 0.21

25.92 • 0.16
78.92 - 0.60

Microsoft

82.80 - 1.20

Ikan Foods

67.57 - 1.58
7.47 - 0.13

Pfizer. Inc

16.51 - 0.12

Regions Financial

15.94 - 0.26

Sears Holding Corp

General Electric

15.81 - 012

Time Warner

Goodrich

- 0.69
_84.05 - 0.91

(Modrear Tire & Rubber ..I0.01 - 0.19

- 0.14
63.91 - 0.73

68.74 - 1.45

GlaxoSmithKline ADR

25.51 - 0.22

Pepsico, Inc.

NIntor

Exxon-Mobil
Ford

-.35.29• 0.30

3.C. Penne)............

(her:sin Texaco Corp .„...82-08 • 1.37
Daimler Chryskr

2.1.08 - 0.05

McDonalds
Merck

25.64 - 0.26

.

Mattel

;24 • 0.11

64.03 - 0.59
- 0.43

I S Bancorp .....„.---

14.39 - 0.26

31441Point Int

;9.60 - 6.37

%%al-Start ................. „...S4.02 • 0.16

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consuitants
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366
800 444-1854
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Rkta Sharon Smith
Funcial services for Rita Sharon Smith. 59, of Kirksey, will be
held today, Tuesday, Nov. 23, 2010, at 1 p.m., at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Revs. Don Wilson and Brett Miles officiating. Burial to follow in the Mt. Olive Cemetery.
Serving as active pallbearers will he Mark Smith, Danny Smith,
Jody Smith, Justin Smith. Brian Burgess. Jack Smith, Brian Smith
and Brian Howard. Honorary pallbearers will be Greg Wesson,
Rocky Smith, Rodney Davis and Malcom Orillion.
Smith died Friday. Nov. 19, 2010, at 10:20 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Born in Detroit. Mich.. on July 6, 1951. she retired with AT&T
Phone Company in Baton Rouge. La. and was of the Church of
Christ faith.
She was preceded in death by her father, Rudy Clayton Smith.
Smith is survived by her mother, L,ois Smith of Kirksey; former
step-daughter, Lynn Paschall and husband, Darren of Murray; one
sister, Sonja Howard and husband. Roger of Benton: four brothers,
Danny' Smith and wife, Kathy and Mark Smith and wife. Marisa, all
of Benton, Jack Smith and wife. Karen and Jody M. Smith, all of
Kirksey.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
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You Love....
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• Need to recuperate after a
hospitalization or surgery?

t.reg
Falitor
.41.1,te4Thurrasledger.c.an
SitM 1 rearUY., Communal, Editor
ommuntivnews@murrinletiger .orn

• Find it difficult to cook, clean
or do lawn work?

Otitis Woodall. ktheritsing Mgt.
atisOntunayledger.t.om
Ashler Morns, Llas.tfiecIs Mgt.
classifieciOnturravledger.coni

Worry about taking medications
correctly?

Cin.ulation
currulationlatnturrayletiger.t..an
Rita Boggess. Business Mgr
rlaggess(atnurrarklger., out

Worry about getting to doctor's
appointments (in or out of town)?

snabncripbon Hater
All nubscripbona payable In advance.
llotne gleliyery 6 clays a week.

ifso, then Hickory Woods Senior

3 mos

Living Community is the answer!
Furnished apartments are available on a short of
long term basis.
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Facebook
blamed for
adultery
NEPTUNE
TOWNSHIP.
N.J.(AP)-A New Jersey pastor who believes Facebook
leads to infidelity has offered to
step down over a past affair that
involved a three-way sexual
relationship with his wife and a
male church assistant.
Pastor Cedric Miller spoke to
his flock at Living Word
Christian Fellowship Church in
Neptune Township for about an
hour on Sunday.
His sermon came days after
the Asbury Park Press reported
the 48-year-old testified in 2003
that he had a threesome with his
wite and the male assistant 10
years ago.
Miller apologized for what
he said was a foolish transgression from his past.

Opt-Out Day could
disrupt air travel

CHICAGO AP)- As if air
travel over the Thanksgiving
holiday isn't tough enough, it
could be even worse this year:
Airports could sec even more
disruptions because of a loosely
organized Internet boycott of
full-body scans.
Even if only. a small percentage of passengers participate,
experts say it could mean longer
lines. bigger delays and hotter
tempers.
The protest. National OptOut Day, is scheduled for
Wednesday to coincide with the
busiest travel day of the year.
"Just one or two recalcitrant
passengers at an airport is all it
takes to cause huge delays... said
Paul Ruden, a spokesman for
the American Society of Travel
Agents, which has warned its
more than 8,0(X) members about
delays resulting from the bodyscanner boycott.
"It doesn't take much to mess
things up anyway - especially
if someone purposely tries to
mess it up."
Body scans take as little as
10 seconds. but people who
decline the process must submit
to a full pat-down. which takes
much longer. That could cause a
cascade of delays at dozens of
major airports. including those
in New York. Los Angeles.
Chicago and Atlanta.
"I don't think it would take
that much on the busiest day of
the year to slow things down."
said Gerry' Berry. a Floridabased airport security expert. "If
I was an airport guy. a screener, •
a traveler- I'd be concerned."
Not all airports have the
machines. which resemble large
refrigerators. And not all travelers are selected for scans. But
Berry estimated that up to 20
percent of holiday fliers will be
asked to use the full-body
machines - meaning tens of

thousands could be in a position
to protest.
The full-body scanners show
a traveler's physical contours on
a computer an a private room
removed from security checkpoints. But critics say they
amount to virtual strip searches.
The protest was conceived in
early November by Brian
Sodergren of Ashburn, Va.. who
built a one-page website urging
people to decline the scans.
Public interest in the protest
boomed this week after an
Oceanside. Calif.. man named
John Tyner famously resisted a
scan and groin check at the San
Diego airport with the words.
"If you touch my junk, I'll have
you arrested." A cell-phone
video of the incident went viral.
Other groups have since
taken up Sodergren's cause.
"I had no idea what was
being started and just how upset
people were," said Sotiergren. a
health industrv. employee. "I'm
just a guy who put a website
The Transportation Security
Administration has a new patdown procedure that includes a
security worker running a hand
up the inside of passengers' legs
anti along the cheek of the buttocks. as well as making direct
contact with the groin area.
Pat-downs often take up to
four minutes. according to the
TSA's website. though that
could be longer if someone
requests it be done in a room out
of public view or if an ill-at-ease
traveler asks for a full explanation of the procedure beforehand.
Factoring in those time estimates. it would take a total of
around 15 minutes to put 1(10
people through a body scan but at least 6 hours to pat down
the same number of travelers.

FIAD,01.270.767.0085
YourPremier Exhihiteo

www.pecoprodticts.corn

We do ALL this...and MUCH MORE!
•Yard Signs
Canvas Prints•
•Sports Signs
Custom Posters•
•Vehicie Decals
Laminating•
•Vinyi Lettering
PeCo Flat Heads•
•Indoor/Outdoor Signs
Custom Printed Wallpaper•
•Graphic Design
8.5"xl 1- Double sided Copies•
'Cali Local Number for Prices and a Formal Quote,
INI.: WILL BEAT ANY 0i1071 FOR PIUNTING. DISPIAYS & SIGNS! Call for Details!

"Professional Cost Effective Trade Show bisplays,..Reatty Fast"
3812 US HWY 641 North Murray, Kentucky 42071 • 1.270.767.0085
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The Calloway County Salvation Army
Service Unit is still in need of bell ringers for
this weekend. There are slots available from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. on both Friday. Nov. 26 and
Saturday., N0%. 27 at both of the Wal-Mart
entrance doors. To sign-up, call Kerty
1.ambert after 5 p.m. at 753-7265 or lease a
mes.sage during the day.
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Reformers' Unanimous. a faith based addis.tions program, will
meet Friday, Nov. 26, from 7-9 p.ni. at Eastwood Baptist C'hurch.
The public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information
or for a ride, call the church office at 753-1834.

Song service event to be held
Thc Church Of The Living God, 502 North L.P. Millcr Street.
will host a special song service on Fnday, Nov. 26, at 7 p.m. featuring Skyline Mission Church from Elizabethtown, along with the
children of Joyce Bramley Beasley, formerly of Murray, and Jerome
Beasley. Everyone is invited to attend. For more infomiation, call
(270) 293-6213.

irray-Calloway
CY 42071.
King Funeral

Christmas Snowflake pageant to be held
The Little Mr. and Mrs. Christmas Snowflake pageant will be
held Saturday. Nov. 27. at 10 a.m. at the Kentucky Dant Convention
Center. Attire is Christmas wear. For more information. call 1270)
703-1601.

Calloway schools to hold training
The Calloway. County School Disti ict will provide volunteer
training on Tuesday. Nov. 30, at 9 a.m. or 6 p.m. in the meeting
room of the Calloway County Board of Education. This will be for
any parent, grandparent or guardian (preschool to high school) not
trained for this school year. For more information, contact Kym
Hopkins at 762-7317.
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The Murray Bank has a promotion for Relay.
for Life and is selling one pound bags of fresh
Azalea Pecans in halves and pieces for $8.50
and cookbooks for $10. Items are avail:th1.both branches.
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Murray Bank plans promotion

This year's Community. Thanksgiving Dinner will be held 01.
Thanksgiving Day. Nov. 25. at the Murray Banquet Center, 926 S
12th St.(in the Bel-Air Shopping Center next to Fred's). A tradition
al dinner will be served from 11:30 a.m. until 1 p.m. A brief nondenominational worship service will be held at II a.m. for those who
wish to attend. All are welcome. Dinners will be delivered to those
unable to come, and transponation is available for those who need a
ride. For a delivered meal or a ride, call Dawn Boyd at First
Presbyterian Church by. today. Nov. 23.
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Socks for Santa to be held
Socks for Santa will be held Thursday, Dec. 2, from 5-7 p.m. at
the Murray Chamber of Commerce. Support the local school systems with the Santa Project and Tiger Christmas by donating children's socks to give children warm feet this winter. Bring one or
more pairs and receive a free gift. Bring six pairs and receive discount on holiday baskets. Door prizes every. half hour. This event is
open to the public. A donation of children's socks is requested. For
more information. call Cindy Graves at (270)978-0101

Compassionate Friends to hold dinner
The local Compassionate Friends chapter will hold their annual
Candlelight Memorial Dinner on Thursday. Dec. 2, at 7 p.m. in the
fellowship hall at the University. Church of Christ. Entrance to the
fellowship hall is in the rear of the building. Those attending are
asked to bring 1-2 dishes of food to share as well as a picture of their
child and candle to light in their memory. For more information, call
MCCH Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Compassionate
Friends Coordinator Hilda Bennett (731)498-8324.

Breakfast with Santa tickets available
The Sigma Department of the Murray. Woman's Club is hosting
Breakfast with Santa on Saturday, Dec. 1 1, from 9:30-1 1:30 a.m. at
the Murray Woman's Clubhouse. The cost is $5 per person and
includes breakfast. cookie decorating, crafts and a picture with
Santa. Tickets are available at Vintage Rose Emporium, Thomton
Tile and Marble. Sigma Department members or at the door. For
more information. call 753-7684.

Photo provided
HOSTESSES: Becky Smith, Wanda Johnson. Dottie Lyons and Kathy Jo Stubble-ield were
recent hostesses for the Nov. 29 meeting of the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.

EPA Renovator
course to be offered
Special to the Ledger
The Housing Authority of
Murray will offer an EPA
Certified Renovator Course on
Dec. 13. from 8 a.m. to 5 p.tn.
the Ellis Community Center.
630 Ellis Drive.
Thi. course will certify area
contractors to bid on future construction and/or renovation projects at the Housing Authority' of
Murray. The EPA RRP rule

Ashlee & Tony Bullock
Heather & Kyle Congdon
Wh tney & Jay Clark
Emily & Kevin Cunningham
Trista Hopkins & Darek Casper
Ashley Hargrove & Jimmy Bynum
Chasity & Bill Harrod

Michael Thomas at wkylcthunderlegmail.com
or
v
www.wkylc.com.

Photo provided
SPEAKER: Sandra Fender
recently spoke at a meeting
of New Beginnings Support
Group about God's work in
her life and in the life of her
family.

Laryn Hignite & Patnck Atcher
Kelley & Greg Lassiter
Alisha Lynn & Ed Johnson
Jessica & Adam Nance
Rebecca & Tim O'Bnen

yiert7haldeviviti9

Chantel & Matthew Pillow

ljac-kAiellaPico
Nove-n-lbef ;--o-rti

Jess.ca & Kyle Reitz
Jessica & Craig Robinson
Sarah & Ryan Stanger

I

20% OFF

Amber & Clint Wilson
Sylvia York & Chns Neely

STORE'VVIDE!

Domestic violence support is offered
Domestic violence support/educational groups are currently
offered on a weekly' basis. For more information on dates and times.
call the Nlerryman House Domestic Crisis Outreach Office of
Calloway County at 759-2373.

Free trolley rides available
The Murray-Calloway Transit Authority will have free Trolley.
rides during November and December. according to Biame Hansen.
MCTA executive director.
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Baby Registry-1
Angie & Joe Ashburn
Stefan & Robert Billing(%)

changed in April of 2010 and all
contractors who perform any
type of renovation work on a
pre-1978 buildine must have
this certification or fines may be
imposed.
The deadline for registration is
Dec. 6. The cost is $250 per person. For more information or to
register, contact Faye Dodd at
753-5000. ext. 305.

Girls soccer club
announces tryout
Special to the Ledger
West Kerittici, Futhol Club
announces upcoming tryout
dates for the 2011 spnng season
New teams will be formed and
existing rosters will be filled for
age divisions starting at U9 and
going through U18. Teams will
be determined based upon player availability. Tryouts are open
to girls with birthdates between
Aug. 1. 1991 and July 31. 2(102.
All applicants will need to
attend at least one tryout session. but are encouraged to
attend both. The first tryout session is Sunday. Nov. 28. from 24 p.m. at Expolndoor 2 in
Mayfield. The second session is
Sunday, Dec. 5. froin 2-4 p.m.
also at Expolndoor.
Each player needs to bring a
properly inflated ball and come
dressed in full soccer gear.
For more information. e-mail

Photo provided
SPEAKER:
Frances
Spillman recently spoke to
the Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club on
Nov. 20 about genealogy.
She gave members tips on
searching, websites to find
information, and shared information about her family.
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William, Kate to wed April 29
at historic Westminster Abbey
DANICA MIRKA

parish chuiLli. he said
It also has centimes of roN al his,
huh.: tiry William's grandmother. Queen
anti hate Sliddleion
Elizabeth II. and her mother both
mails \poi 29 in 1,..,tiniiister married at the abbey. v. here British
01,e, ihe histoii, I ondon hui
king, and queen, are crmsned and
«tale hills
, uncial \k
%1 here 17 monarchs are Nine&
hildo
William and Kate decided against
.1
IR 111i1L 1.11,
I
01,0
selebrating their nuptial, at Si
souple shose the ClIlle 101 IN Paul's Cathedral. here William'N
!Ill1111.10 Altd
parents 'named 198 I
0)1111eill0f1s, alld the d.liC he(ause
The palace said the royal family
they «anted a spring ((edding
and the Middletons yosuld cm er the
also the teas: day ot St Cathenne 01 costs 01 the ((edding. reception and
Siena. %%hose name Sfiddleion honeymoon. apart irom security.
slimes
though that is a coinci- There hrr.e been grumbles atxmi the
de'',C
propriety of holding a lavish royal
Die Los eminent said the day. a bash in the midst ot economic aus«ould he a public holiday
tenty
WI111:1111 pm ate secre"All panies moil\ed in the y(edtary, Janue Loy.ther-Pinkenon. said (ling. not least Prince William and
the couple chose the 1.000-year-old Miss Sliddlewn. ant to ensure that
abbey in central London because a balance is struck hem een an
despite its size
it holds 2.2oo enjoyable day and the current ecopcople
it has a sense ot intimacy
nomic
situation.Loy.therat the altar. it seems like a Pinkerton said

Superior Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning

Opryland Hotel Reopens

Police,SI

He said the guest list had not been
finalized. but that "we •A have
full church...
He said William and Kate were
playing "a ery actiye role- in plan
ning the day.
"We knou that the %odd will be
v(atching on the 29th ot .Apnl. arid
the couple are yery. o.:ry. keen
indeed that the. spectacle should be
a classic example of (that Bniain
does best.- he said.
Pnme Minister David Cameron
confirmed that the
.1,,
would he a public
England. Wales arid Northyrn
Ireland. Scotland's gmemment was
also expected to announce a publi,
"The wedding of Kate and
William
be a happy and
momentous occasion. We want to
al:irk the day as one of national celebration, a public holiday will
ensure the most people possible vk ill
have a chance to celebrate or. the
day.- Cameron said in a statement.
William was 15 whet! he walko.1
behind his mother's coffin at
Diana's funeral in the abbey in
September 1997.

AP PhOtOsiklark Humphrey

People ride up the escalator in the Cascades Atrium in the Gaylord Opryland Resort and
Convention Center last week in Nashville, Tenn. The hotel suffered $200 million in damage
after floodwaters left up to 10 feet of water in parts of the hotel in May. The water reached
about nine steps up the escalator.
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3 Rooms

STOREWIDE
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Wed. 11 am-6 pm
Closed Thurs.
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5 Rooms
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"Fern Terrace is a
fantastic way to live!"
--Odie
Phillips

of Murray

LLC

753-7109
urray • www.fernterrace.com
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I feel like I've been
given a gift-,gettilig'
my hearing back. ,
Now can hear my
grandchildren!

Jana Gillman of Fort Campbell. Ky., walks through the Cascades Atrium with her children.
Grant, 4. and Sophia, 5 months, to her room in the Gaylord Opryland Resort and Convention
Center last week in Nashville. Tenn. The hotel reopened to guests Monday after it suffered
$200 million in damage and floodwaters left up to 10 feet of water in parts of the hotel in May

Feds turn up heat on Wall St., raid 3 hedge funds
By DANIEL WAGNER
and LARRY NEUNIEISTER
Associated Press
WASHINGTON ( AP)
Federal investigators have
turned up the heat on Wall
Street. raiding three hedge funds
in what (tile of the targets called
a wide-ranging probe 01' insider
trading.
The FBI on Monday searched
the New York offices of Level
Global In% estors LP. and the
Stamford. Conn.. headquaners
of
Diamondback
Capital
Management LLC, a law
enforcement official said. The
official spoke on condition of
anonymity because he was not
authorized to discuss an ongoing case.
Another FBI official said the
agency also searched a third
site, at 30 Federal Si. in Boston.
Hedge fund Loch Capital
Management Lt.(' has its headquarters at that address.
The FBI said in a statement

that it had executed search Will rants in the three states "in an
ongoing investigation.- Agency
spokesmen said they could not
(.•omment further because the
court documents are under seal.
Lev Global
A spokesman
acknowledged the raid took
place.
"We can confirm that agents
from the Federal Bureau of
Investigation visited our offices
this monung as part of what we
believe to be a broader investigation,- the spokesman said in a
statement.
Four men wearing overcoats
and badges emertzed late
Monday from the Level Global
offices in midtown Manhattan,
pulling rolling suitcases behind
them and carrying nylon backpacks They declined to answer
reponers. questions.
In Stamford. security guards
ordered jounialists to leave the
premises of the high-rise building housing the offices of

Diamond Capital Management
Three men were seen leaving
the building in an FBI vehick
on Monday evening.
The raids rattled Wall Street
and bank shares slumpec
Monday as news of FBI actioi.
spread. Goldman Sachs Grour
Inc. sank 3.4 percent. while
Bank of America Corp fell 3.1
percent. Several white-collai
defense lawyers in New York
said they were bombarded by
dalls from traders seeking representation.
The FBI and other law
enforcement agencies are investigating insider trading by hedgc.
funds. mutual funds and investment hankers. the Wall Street
Journal reported this weekend
The companies allegedly earned
tens of millions in illegal profits
using secret information about
mergers, according to the
Journal.
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plan a special luncheon, orjust stop byfar a bite.

Come in and meet Chef Gayle Bloem.
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Police,Sheriff,IOU Logs
Murray Police Department
- A theft report was taken at 11:44 a.m. Nov. 6 at the police
station atter someone reported a wallet stolen from the
Medical Arts Building the day before
- A shoplifter was reported at 5:02 p.m. at J.C. Penney.
Manisha Patel. 27, of Murray, was charged with shoplifting.
- A burglary report was taken at 7:11 p.m. at 303 North
Cherry: St. after a resident reported a man trying to kick in the
front door.
- A burglary report was taken at 2:09 p.m. Nov. 7 at 205
North Eighth St. after a caller arrived home and found that the
house had been burglarized
- A burglary report was taken at 8:28 p.m. at 1405 Dudley
Dr. after an office was broken into.
- A structure fire was reported at 10:47 a.m Nov. 8 at 1623
Farmer Ave.
- A fraud report was taken at 12:15 p.m. at the station after
sorneone reported a possible phone scam.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at
1:09 p.m. at 12th and Poplar streets.
- A theft report was taken at 1:22 p.m. Nov. 8 at the Chase
fter someone reported a stolen computer.
- A fraud report was taken at 1:22 p.m. at 405 South 16th
t. after someone reported a phone scam.
- A theft report was taken at 5:18 p.m. at Murray State
ublic Safety after someone reported a stolen debit card.
- A shoplifter was reported at 6:03 p.m. at Walmart at 809
torth 12th St. Crystal G. Hammons, 34, of tvlurray was
harged with shoplifting.
- A burglary report was taken at 7:18 p.m. at 909 Olive St.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at
0:02 p.m. at the intersect:on of State Route 94 East and
ighway 1483.
- A theft report was taken at 1:19 p.m. Nov. 9 at the station
fter a subject's vehicle was broken into at the Chase.
- A burglary report was taken at 7:22 a.m. at 800 South
ourth St.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at
0:05 a.m. at 2172 Radio Rd
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at
2:47 p.m. at 12th and Olive streets after a pedestrian was
reportedly hit by a car.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at
2:29 p.m. at 315 North 15th St. after a pedestrian was reportedly hit by a car.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at
3:19 p.m. at 12th and Chestnut streets.
- A burglary report was taken at 9:11 p.m. at 1617 Locust
Dr. after the resident reported coming home frorn a game to
find the house 'ransacked" and money missing.
- A rnotor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at
12:12 p.m. Nov. 10 at 421 Peeler Rd.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at
12:59 p.m. Nov. 11 at 16th Street and Calloway Avenue.
- A stolen vehicle was reported at 5:05 p.m. at 825 South
Fourth St.
- A shoplifter was reported at 5:13 p.m. at 506 North 12th
St. Angela Milan, 36, was charged with theft under $500.
- A sooplifter was reported at 6:25 p.m. at 600 North 12th
St.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 1:33 p.m. Nov. 12
at Fifth and Elm streets. A white male and black male were
reported throwing rocks at cars.
- A theft report was taken at 4:26 p.m. at Rent-A-Center.
- A hit-and-run accident was reported at 4:55 a.m Nov. 13
at 23 Wilshire Dr. William Clark was charged with having no
insurance.
- A burglary report was taken at 12:18 p.m. at 1311 Poplar
St. after someone reported tools stolen from a shed.
- A forgery was reported at 2:42 p.m. after someone reported stolen checks.
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- A theft from a vehicle was reported at 12:10 p.m. Nov. 14
at 507 Pine St.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 12:42 p.m. Nov. 15
at 1605 Farmer Ave.
- A theft report was taken at 1:45 p.m. at 803 Poplar St. after
someone reported stolen medication.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at
3:40 p.m. at Robertson and College Farm roads.
- A fraud report was taken at 4:01 p.m. at the station after
the subject reported identity theft and that someone had used
the subject's name to cash checks.
- A theft report was taken at 9:19 p.m. at 1702 Brooklyn Dr.
after someone reported a laptop, college books and a backpack stolen trom a vehicle.
- A theft report was taken at 10:08 p.m at 1738 Brooklyn Dr.
after the subject reported that a female would not return his
dog.
- A burglary report was taken at 7:38 a.m. Nov. 16 at 1108
County Cork Dr. after someone reported that an outbuilding
was burglarized.
- A crirninal mischief report was taken at 10:05 a.m. at the
station after someone walked in and complained about damage to her dog monitor at 411 Northwood. Dr.
- A burglary report was taken at 7:41 p.m. at 1712 Ryan
Ave.
- A theft report was taken at 11:50 p.m. at the station after
someone stole a laptop.
- A burglary report was taken at 1:44 a.m. Nov. 17 at 1665
Calloway Ave.
- A theft report was taken at 10:28 a.m. at 737 Nash Dr.
- A theft report was taken at 11:02 a.m. at 1709 Brooklyn Dr.
after someone reported stolen money.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at
3:21 p.m. at the intersection of U.S. 641 and Ky. 80.
- A burglary report was taken at 4:31 p.m at 1112 County
Cork Dr.
- A burglary report was taken at 8:32 p.m. at 1104 Pogue
Ave.
- Forgery was reported at 1:43 p.m. Nov. 18 at 104 VVelch
Dr
Murray State University Public Safety
- A caller requested to speak to an officer about missing
items at 10:24 a.rn. Nov. 8 at White College. A report was
taken for theft by unlawful taking under $500.
- A caller requested an officer for damage to the electrical
box at 9:17 p.m. Nov. 9 at Hamilton Field. A report was taken
for criminal mischief in the third degree.
- A caller requested to speak to an officer at 11:50 a.m. Nov.
15 about a theft at Waterfield Library. A report was taken for
theft by unlawful taking over $500.
- A caller reported possible damage to one of the building's
windows at 10:58 p m. at Lovett Auditorium. A report was
taken for criminal mischief in the third degree.
- A caller reported darnage to her vehicle at 12:39 a.m. Nov
17 while it was parked in the White College lot. A report was
taken for criminal mischief in the third degree.
- A caller reported her cell phone missing at Watertieid
Library at 3:06 p.m. A report was taken for theft by unlawful
taking under $500.
- A person requested to speak to an officer about a bicycle
theft at 3:03 p.m. Nov. 18 at Elizabeth College. A report was
taken for theft by: unlawful taking under $500.
- Racer Patrol reported a disturbance at 9:54 p.m. at the
Applied Science Building. William G. Pitts and Erin M.

For Best Results
Place Your Ad
With Us
Call 753-1916

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)
A new horse industry group
formed in Lexington will focus
on the different breeds and disciplines not related to thoroughbred racing.
Group organizers say the
Kentucky Equine Networking
Association will strengthen the
equine business that get less
attention, like pleasure, saddle
and sport horses.
Member Robin DeGraff told
the Lexington Herald-Leader
the group will provide netresources.
and
working
-DeGraff says there ought to be
group for trainers. instructors,
nd service providers outside
thoroughbred industry.
The group has had two startp meetings, which attracted
ne than I(X) people each.
.Graff says one of the biggest
pics discussed so far has been
w to make it through a bad
onomy.

— Information IS obtained from reports logs and citations from venous agencies.
Individuals facing charges are presumed onxent until proven guilty
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ChrithriaJ Parade

99

The Murray Rotary Club invites you and your group to
participate in our annual Christmas Parade on Saturday,
December 4th. Community participation and support is what
makes this such a unique and wonderful event. Please decorate
your float or unit with a Sharing theme in mind.
School groups, church groups, civic organizations. bands. and mils:,
groups are invited to enter this parade. Ozvr $1,000 in cash prize:-;
will be awarded to thefirst three places in three separate divisions —
Church/Religious Division. ClubslCivic Organizations. attd
Commercial Division.

equipment.0 uy.
No start-up costs.
Get DIRECTV today.

OIRECTV
.

The Rotary Christmas Parade offrrs your organization an excellent
way to have some Christmasfun and maybe raise some money at
the same time. First place in each division will receive $150_

WOOD ELECTRONICS INC
403 MA PLE ST
On the Court Sqvare

270-753-0530
,,ed DIRE C I V 0.4.1f Acilhor uocl DIFF C Ir V

I Been tn batsaness tot 71 Irv.,

The Parade officially begins at 10:00 a.tn. Parade entrants
should reportfor line-up at 9:00 a.m. The pritnary unit feeder
route onto Main Street is N. 10th Street. However, your group
will be contacted on December 3rd with a unit number
and line-up instructions.
Name of Entry:
Contact Person:
Address:
Phone:
Contact Number & Entry Description.

PARADE ENTRY DEADLINE FRIDAY, NOV.26TH

Mail Entries To:

ARVIS

J

ViSION CENTER
i208 Johnson Blvd.•AINA111111

I
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New group to focus on
non-thoroughbred industry

0

Gidcumb of Murray and Richard C. Maddox ot Paducah were
arrested on charges of indecent exposure in the second
degree and alcohol intoxication in a public place
- Racer Patrol requested an officer to take a report concerning theft of a textbook at Waterfield Library at 12:25 a.m.
Nov. 19 A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking under
$500.
- A caller requested to speak to an officer about a theft at
1:26 p.m. A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking under
$500.
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
The Calloway County Sheriff's Office reports the following
incidents and arrests from Nov. 1 5-21.
- Theft by Unlawful Taking from an Automobile was reported on Wave Crest Way on Nov. 17.
- Burglary in the Third Degree was reported on Heron Road
on Nov. 18.
- Burglary in the Third Degree was reported on East Y Drive
on Nov. 19.
- Burglary in the Second Degree was reported on Coleman
Trail on Nov. 21.
- Leaving the Scene of an Accident was reported. on
Backusburg Road.
- Criminal Mischief in the Third Degree was reported on
First Street in Almo.
From Nov. 15-21, the Calloway County Sheriff's Office
served one arrest warrant, three criminal summonses. seven
civil summonses. five subpoenas, one juvenile summons. two
juvenile custody orders. one domestic violence order. one
notice , one show cause order and one motion. Ten motor
vehicle collisions were investigated by CCSO during this
time.

Rotary Club Christmas Parade, c/o Donna Poston
P.O. Box 411, Murray, KN'42071 or call
"diji*
Olk, Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171
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BIG READ: Ana. Lili Alvarez, left, and Rachel Thomp
son,
Murray Middle School flurth grade students read togeth
er
KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times
MATH ADVENTURE DAY: Eighth grade students
during Big Read night at MMS. Alvarez translated th-ie
from Murray and Calloway middle school
book to
s visited the Murray-Calloway
County Area Technology Center recently for Math
Thompson in Spanish and Thompson read to Alvare
Adventure Day. The students traveled to differe
z in
nt stations and learned how
math is used in everyday settings. Pictured above
English. Students were invited to participate in book talks
, Austin Burton takes the temperature of Brand
with
on Elkins using an in-ear thermorneter as Tristan Long and Sabrina Jackson,
teachers and MMS staff. Each student signed up for a
all CCMS students, look on. Below, Daniel Whitwo
book to
rth, MMS student, adjusts
the toe of a tire while keeping an eye on a compu
read with his or her teacher,
ter monitor under the supervision of Robby
Friedrich, senior at Calloway
County High School. The station taught students
applied geometry.

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times

BLOOD DRIVE: Kris Cole, senior at Calloway Count
y High
School, gets his blood pressure checked by Myra Irvin
before
donatina blood Wednesday at CCHS. The blood drive
was
held in honor of CCHS student and fellow Technology Studen
t
Association officer Jonathan Edwards, who was injured
in a
rock climbing accident in October.

Wooten selected Oct. MHS Rotary Student of the Mont
h
Sarah
Wooten,
Murray High School
senior. was selected as
the MHS October
Rotary Student of the
Month by MHS faculty
members.
An MHS senior,
Wooten is described by
Lisa Polivick, MHS
honors English teacher,
Wooten as
a diligent worker.

A four-year Spanish student w•ho is
currently preparing to take the AP
Spanish Language exarn, Wooten's hard
work ethic is visible to Debbie Burgess,
her MHS Spanish instructor. "Sarah is
attentive, kind, and personable," she said.
"Part of her preparation includes extra
work, which she gives her best efforts to."
Co-captain of the MHS Girls' Varsity
Soccer Tearn, Wooten said being a member of the team has taught her discipline,
teamwork, and leadership_ "1 have been

the only girt in my grade the past tfru-ee
years to participate in high school soccer," she said. "This has made me work
twice as hard and contribute to the best of
my ability to prove to myself that I
deserved to be on the team...
A Leadership Tomorrow alumnus,
Wooten was a member of the 2010 class.
Jean Bennett, Leadership Tomorrow
Director. said Wooten. "Her participation enriched meetings and that participation. in tum. increased her knowledge of

community, citizenship and leadership,"
wooten has maintained a 4.0 throughshe said. "I'm sure she will continue to out her
high school career.
be a leader as she moves forward with
Wooten said being a student at Murra.
her education and life adventures."
Hig,h ha.s allowed her to develop as a perJane Ann Turner. coordinator of the son. Chosen
as a junior class representaMHS Big Brother Big Sister program, tives, Wooten
vias selected as one of three
said Wooten serves as a Big Sister in this Westem Kentuc
ky Rural Electric scholarrole model mentoring program. Turner ship recipie
nts from the westeni
said Wooten's little brother at Murray Kentucky
area.
Elementary described Wooten. "She is
A six-year Kentucky Youth Asseinbl
g(x)d Big (sister). even though she isn't a attendee. Wooten
is the daughter of David
boy!"
and Susan Wooten. Muria!,.
,

,
For the pen,on
who
bthi everything...
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MSU BASKETBALL NOTEBOOK

PREP GIRLS SI 14
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Senior slump?
RICKY MARTIN

Ledger &

TIMP,

Murray
head
coach
Mickey
McCuiston flashes a smile after the
Lady Tigers won the regional championship over Marshall County in
October. McCuiston was named
Small School Coach of the Year by
the Kentucky High School Girls'
Soccer Coaches Association.

TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & T.mes
Murray State head coach Billy Kennedy talks things over with his team
during a time out in Saturday's 84-70 win over Reinhardt at the CFSB
Center. On Monday, Kennedy called on his upperciassmen to step up
going into the 76 Classic, where the Racers will face Stanford on
Thursday in Anaheim, Calif.

KENNEDY CALLS ON UPPERCIASSMEN TO STEP UP;
CROSS, WOMEN IN MIDST OF GRUELING NON-CONFERENCE STRF,TCH
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
It' you think senior guards Isacc
Miles and
Jenkins seem to have
;he first three games of Murray
„WWII without a certain confidence, you're cot alone.
Head coach Billy Kennedy agrees.
Kennedy issued a challenge to his
upperclassmen on Monday as Murray
State prepares for this week's 76
Classic coming off a Saturday night
win over NA1A Reinhardt in which the
Racers were lackadaisical at times.
Miles and Jenkins have both struggled through the first week of the season, posting numbers that haven't
come close to approaching those of last
season in certain key categories.
Jenkins' assist-to-tumover ratio in
2009-10 was nearly two-to-one. In
2010-11 thus far, he has 11 turnovers to
II assists.
Miles, who came within an eyelash
of averaging double-figure points last
year. is contributing just 5.3 a game
through three outings this year.
Neither were very sharp defensively
in giving up 70 points to Reinhardt on
Saturday.
Kennedy said he thought his entire
team played down to the level of competition against the Eagles, something
he blamed directly on himself and indirectly on his senior leaders.
"Put that responsibility on me," said
the fifth-year head coach. "I need to do
a better job of expecting and demanding more of our upperclassmen.
"1 hate to even bring it up, because 1
don't want to talk about last year, but
we won all the games we were supposed to and handled all the teams we
were supposed to in the right fashion. I
didn't see that against Reinhardt.In the cases of both Miles and

Thursday
Murray State

vs. Stanford

When. F.,
Where: Anaheorn Conventior, Gent, :Ar,theirn
CaHI
TV: ESPNU
Radio- 'MFG& 103 7 FM
Records: MSLI 2-1 (0-0. OVC1 Stanford 3-0
t0-0 Fac 101
Una meeting- Th.t. is the lost meeting
betwenn the two schools

Staff Report

76ThCla
wsdassic
y

Losers' Bracket Gam
2 30 p m Losers.
Seund
t. 8
1Y
Bracket Game 2, 3 p m lESPNU)
Consolation game, 5 p m lESPNU)
Championship game. 8 p m tESPN2)

•See RACERS,38

ToMMY DILLARD Ledger & Tunes
Murray State forward Kayla Lowe inakes a move to the basket In a
game last week against Pelid-Continent at the CFSB Center. Lowe is
the Racers' second-leading scorer through four games. averaging
10.3 points per game and pulling down 6.3 rebounds.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL: KENT( (1.1 76.()MAHON! 64

Eighth-ranked
Wildcats beat Sooners
j()NES SCORES 29; UK
WILL FACE WASHINGTON
TONIGH1'
Ik JOHN MARSHALL
AP Basketball Writer
LAHAINA, Hawaii(AP)— Shortly after
making a careless tnistake, one of numerous
ones in the first half. Terrence Jones tried
pleading his case to Kentucky coach John
Calipari.
Calipari interrupted hi% precocious freshman and told him in not-so-subtle fashion to
take a seat on the bench.
OK, so maybe the kid still has a few
things to learn. There's no denying his talent, though.
Jones dominated inside on his way to 29
points and 13 rebounds. helping the eighth-

FOUR LADY TIGERS
ALSO RF,COGNIZED BY
COACHF,S
Mickey.
.McCuiston, Murray High var%ity and junior varsity' soccer coach, has
been named the 2010 Coach of the Year
for the Small School Division thigh
school enrollment less than 800), during
the recent annual meeting of the Kentucky
High School Girls' Soccer Coaches
Association.
Also recognized was junior Jaclin
Patterson (All-State Honorable Mention.
All Region 1st Team and All District);
junior Megg Hudson (All Region 1st
Team and All District): junior Victoria
Verburg (All Region 2nd Team and All
District), and junior Chloe Farris (All
Region Honorable Mention and All
District).
Named at Sacred Heart Academy in
Louisville during the Kentucky All-State
Games, McCuiston anti other honorees
will now be considered by the National
Soccer Coaches Association of America
NSCAA) for the National Coach of the
Year consideration.
The Coach of the Year award is broken
into three categories: Small Public
School, which McCuiston won, Large
Public School. greater than 800 enrollment which went to Bo Lankster of
Lexington Tates Creek. and Private
School, which went to Lexington
Christian Academy's Steve Fugman.
During the meeting, coaches and members of the KHSCA association nominate
deserving coaches The finalists are pre-

Virginia Tech vs Cal State-Northndge, I p m
(ESPNU)
DePaul vs. Oklahoma St . 3.30 p m (ESPN2)
Murray St vs Stanford. 8 p m tESPNLY!
Tulsa vs UNLV, 10.30 p.m tESPN2)
Fridaty
VT/CS-N winner vs. 011.,OSU winner, 1 30 p m
(ESPMESPN2)
VTICS-N lose; vs DU/OSU loser. 4 p m
(ESPNU)
MSU/Stan winner vs TukUNLV winner. 8 30
PmMSU/Stan loser vs TuLUNLV loser. 10.30 p m

Jenkins, there may be reasons for the
slow start.
Miles has battled a knee injury since
earty in preseason practice and is dealing with the loss of his mothei, who
died of breast cancer shortly after the
Racers' NCAA Tournament run last
March.
He's also been playing a different
role at the two-guard after running
point for much of last season.
He played on the ball more against
Reinhardt and turned in what was likely his best offensive game of the season
thus far. dishing out six assists.
"Isatc's got a lot of doubt.Kennedy said. "Some of that may be

Murray's
McCuiston
named
Coach of
Year

ranked Wildcats hold off scrappy Oklahoma
76-64 in the first round of the Maui
Invitational on Monday.
"He's not used to playing this hard, he's
not used to competing." C'alipari said. "As
the game gets more physical. that's when
we'll find out is he ready to he that guy.
Today was terrific."
It sure was, and the Wildcats (3-0) need
ed all of it.
The 1993 Maui champions, Kentucky
and its fabulous freshmen were dominant at
times, racing out to what seemed to be routstarting leads. They also let (heir inexperience show. nearly blowing all of an 1N-point
lead as Oklahoma (3- I )fought its way back.
Jones wouldn't let the Sooners get there.
blocking a 3-point attempt by Cade Davis
then sealing the win with a breakaway dunk
•See WILDCATS,38

EUGENE
TANNER AP

Kentucky's
Terrence
Jones looks
on after a
shot
falls
through the
basket in the
first haif of
Kentucky's
Maui
Invitational
game
in
lahaina.
Hawaii
Monday.

See ISCCUISTON,2B

PREP SWIMMING

Tigers place
second at
Nofsinger
LADY LAKERS TAK I .
FIRS1' AT HOPKINs
CENTRAL NIEE1'
Staff Roped
Saturday, the Murray High swim
teani attended the Rich Cohn Invitational
in Hopkinsville, where they broke two
team reconis.
On the boys side. the 200 medley relay'
team of Cyrus Nabavi, Adam Miller, Lb
Weber and Connor McKenna breke the
previous mark with a time ol 1:55.99,
while Daniel McGee smashed his own 518)
freestyle record by 24 seconds with a time
of 5:04.19.
The meet consisted of 13 teams from
westem and central Kentucky. with the
Tigers' combined effort good enough for a
second place finish behind Greenwood.
The Murray boys finished tied for first
Ott

•See SWIMMING, 38
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Calloway
boys defeat
Mayfield
Staff Report
both the allow ay County
Middle School se% enth and
eighth grade tvoy \ Cre
°us Monday night against the
May-field Cardinals.
The eighth graders emended
their recotd to an impressive 130 on the season, knocking off the
Cardinals with a 45-3S v ictory.
in a game full of excitentent and
lead changes.
Clay
Smotherman
and
Connor Wagner led the way in
scoring with I I points each.
while Wade Carter added nine.
Both Hunter Smith and Dantc
Darcus added six points in the
win.
In the early game. the seventh graders plated tough anti
held off the Cardinals with a 34.27 win. moving to 5-5 on the
year.
Will Siv ills led the Laker. in
scoring with 17. while Peyton
Johnson added 10. 13.1 Elder.
Blake Schanbacher and Preston
Engtish also scored in the tick).
rt.
ui.',Tivhe041,:iikoti•irsot
w.icil 2ret
‘o
u mentothtitu:
trat el to Benton.

B,
Haverstock Insmince Agency
'Npfinsored
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DENNIS
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 1201 St.• Murray. KY • 753-3415

ERICA

GARNER

'3
CALLE

Van Haverstock

NV
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SCOREBOARD
OVC Basketbair
Monday
Grnrnhitng St 77 S,.'2. i ''
St '6
Southeastern Lou,s,ana ra
Jacksonville St 66
Tuesday
Austin Peay at Purdue 6 p m
1ESPN3 coin)
Morehead St at onto St 6 p m
(ESPN3 corn i
Cincinnati Christian at Eastem
Kentucky 6 p m
Tennessee St at Saint LOUIS, 7 p m
Appalachian St at Tennessee Tech. 7
0 rn
Tennessee-Martin a! Memphis
(SporlSouthl 7 p m
State Basketball
Monday
Kentucky 76. Oklahoma 64
Louisville 106. Chattanooga 65
Tuesday
Ken:ucky vs Washington 8 30(ESPN)
College Basketball
The Top Twenty Five
Record
Pts Pvs
1 Duke 1581
1.616
3-0
1
2 Mcregan St 161 2-0
1.547
2
3 Ohio St
3-0
1 437
4
4 Kansas St (11 3-0
1.423
3
5 Pittsburgh
5-0
1.3f38
5
6 Kansas
3-0
1.263
7
7 Villanova
4-0
1.260
6
8 Kentucky
1,063 12
2-0
9 Syracuse
972
4-0
10
10 Purdue
3-0
905
14
11 Missouri
2-0
862
15
12 Baylor
17
3-0
757
13 Washington
2-0
17
735
14 Memphis
4-0
707
19
15 Minnesota
5-0
608
16 Florida
3-1
589
9
16 Georgetown
5-0
589
20
18 San Diego St 4-0
567
25
19 Illinois
4-1
460
13
20 Texas
3-1
424
21 Temple
2-0
362
21
22 Gonzaga
2-1
355
11
23 BIU
3-0
347
23
24 Tennessee
3-0
164
24
25 North Carolina 2-2
124
8
Others ieceiving votes %Arvid Tech
109, West Virginia 99. Butler 96
Louisville 76, UNLV 66 Florida St 36.
Vanderbilt 31 Georgia 28. Wichita St
16. UCLA 10. Connecticut 8 Arizona 5.
Richmond 5. Wisconsin 5 Saint Mary s.
Calif 4 Mississippi St 3 California 1.
Iowa St 1. VMI 1 Xavier 1

The Calloway County volleyball team awarded stat awards at its recent banquets
Pictured. from left: Kristen Dennis (Most Points), Lexie Watson (Most Kills and
Aces). Kattyn Cook (Most Improved), Dera Hale (Most Assists) and Crystal Millard
(Most Digs and 110°. Award).
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CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS
• No one is born a
good citizen: no
nation is born a
democracy. Rather.
both are processes
that continue to
evolve over a lifetime Young people
must be included
from birth. A society
that cuts off from its
youth severs its lifeline.
-Kofi Annac

College Football
AP Top 25
Record
Pls
1 Oregon 1371
10-0
1 467
2 Auburn (131
11-0
1 430
3 Boise St 110)
10-0
1.394
4 TCL1
11-0
1.340
5 Wisconsm
10-i
197
10-1
6 LS1J
1.192
7 Stanford
10-1
1,181
10-1
8 Ohio St
1.086
9 Alabama
9-2
972
10 Oklahoma St
10-1
959
10-1
11 Michigan St
929
12 Arkansas
9-2
860
13 Virginia Tech
9-2
722
14 Oklahoma
9-2
652
15 Missouri
9-2
638
16 Nebraska
9-2
611
17 Texas A8M
8-3
575
18 South Carolina
8-3
560
19 Nevada
10-1
440
7-3
20 Arizona
270
21 N C State
8-3
240
22 Fkrnda St
8-3
233
23 Ulah
9-2
213
24 lo..iva
7-4
101
7-4
25 klississippi St
95
Others receiving votes N Illinois 72.
West Virgonia 26 Tulsa 12. Hawaii 7,
Navy 7 Florida 4 Miami 4 UCF 4.
Southern Miss 3. Penn St 2. Ohio 1
Oregon St 1
TSN FCS Poll
RecordPts
1 Eastem Washington (641 9-2 3,096
2 Appalachian St 139)
9-2 2,960
3 Stephen F Austin (61
9-2 2 798
4 William 8 Mary 131
8-3 2.721
5 Delaware (4)
9-2 2.656
6 Montana State (71
9-2 2 569
7 Wofford
9-2 2,395
8 Jacksonville St (4)
9-2 2 340
9 Southeast Missouri St
9-2 2.191
10 Vollanova
7-4 1.898
11 New Hampshire
7-4 1.847
12 South Carolina St
9-2 1,796
13 Bethune-Gookman (1) 10-1 1.697
14 Penn
9-1 1,473
15 Montana
7-4 1.203
16 Northern Iowa
7-4 1 029
17 Ltberty
8-3 1 027

The Calloway County volleyball team recently selected Captains Club members,
which is modeled off the school's theme of celebration. Those chosen for the
Captains Club have made notable acheivements in the following areas: Dedication:
Allison Rogers and Madison Dennis: Court Leadership: Samantha Darnell. Ashleigh
Wolfe and Ellyn Luther. Athletic Achievernents: Arista Manning, Breanna Manus,
Lauren Wagner, Lindsey Wagner and Bailey Yates.

FEATURED HOME
REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS
rne

0/
/0
realty
itearn

215 Woodlawn Xte.,

1,1 42071

f ,,,,,,c it,
ReautilulF, A hedi,mili
the cit) limit. located lust a duo
Iron]
Murra State Honv:
hardv.00d floor..
nev,
I in the kitchen. a. %ell a, updated cabinet. Large tented itt
ard I. great for enter
taming Non must come see this home to apprecionci
0011
to
all
that q ha.
ate

270.753.9999

FREE
:4ppEniER:
with
Entree
:Purchase:
+Alp

-•4,4 '
SHOPPES OF MURRAY
(270) 762-0022

URPLUS
ALES Inc.
FREE PAD mill AN LAMINA
E
HARDWOOD FLOORING JACUZZI TUBS
Starting at $1.59 Sq Ft

PORCELAIN TILLE]
Starting at 590 Sq Ft
KICTHEN CASINET1
&VW TO CHOOSE FROM

DIMENSIONAL SHINGLES
$19.95 PER BUNDLE

AND RICHESE
270-443-4590 15AriccA't,RAA42v0E0;

18 JacksonvvIle
10-1 932
19 Lehigh
9-2 901
20 Georgia Sournem
7-4 5't2-.
7-4 ', •
2' Western ithno,s
7-4 5,.• ,
22 Cal Poty
23 Dayton
10-1 428
24 Grambling State
8-2 379
7-4 340
25 North Dakota St
Others receiving votes Richmond 301,
Florida A8M 237. Massachusetts 229.
James Madtson 188 Robert Moms
127, Texas Southem 123. Southern
Utah 86 Jackson State 55. Ok1
Dominion 48 Chattanooga 31 Central
Arkansas 28. Sacramento State 28.
Coastal Carolina 22 Eastern Kentucky
22. Ek3n 20. Northern Anzona 19.
Harvard 17, tJC Davis 15. McNeese
State 14. Murray State 10. Weber State
9. Colgate 7 Yale 7 Rhode island 6.
Illinois State 3 Alabama State 2 South
Dakota State 1. UT Martin 1
National Football League
Aff FITIeS CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L
t Pct
New England
8 2 0 800
N Y Jets
8 2 0 800
Warn'
5 5 0 500
Buffalo
2 8 0 200
South
W
L T Pct
Indianapoks
6
4 0 600
Jacksonville
6
4 0 600
Tennessee
5 5 0 500
Houston
4 6 0 400
North
W
L T Pct
Baltimore
7
3 0 700
Pittsburgh
7 3 0 700
Cleveland
3 7 0 300
Cincinnab
2 8 0 200
West
W
L T Pct
Kansas City
6 4 0 600
Oakland
5 5 0 500
San Diego
5 5 0 500
Denver
3 7 0 300
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
Philadelphia
7
3 0 700
N Y Giants
6 4 0 600
Washington
5
5 0 500
Dallas
3 7 0 300
South
W
L T Pct
Atlanta
6 2 0 800
New Orleans
7
3 0 700
Tampa Bay
7 3 0 700
Carolina
1
9 0 100
North
W
L T Pct
Chicago
7 3 0 70G
Green Bay
7
3 0 700
Minnesota
3
7 0 300
Detroit
2 8 0 200
West
W
L T Pct
Seattle
5 5 0 500
St Louis
4 6 0 400
Arizona
3 7 0 300
San Francisco
3
7 0 300
Thursday's Game
Chicago 16 Miami 0
Sunday's Games
Washington 19 Tennessee 16 (DT
Green Bay 31 Minnesota 3
Kansas city 31, Arizona 13
Dallas 35 Detroit 19
Pdtsburgh 35 Oakland 3
Jacksonvile 24 Cleveland 20
N Y Jets 30 Houston 27
Baltimore 37. Carolina 13
Buffalo 49. Cincinnati 31
Tampa Bay 21 San Francisco 0
New Orleans 34. Seattle 19
Atlanta 34 St Louis 17
New England 31 Indianapolis 28
Philadelphia 27 N Y Giants 17
Monday s Game
San Diego 3‘,
•4
Thursday. Nov. 25
New England at Detroit 11 30 a m
New Orleans at Dallas. 3 15 p m
Cincinnati at N Y Jets 7 20 p m
Sunday. Nov. 28
Tennessee at Houston noon
Green Bay at Atlanta, noon
Minnesota at Washington noon
Jacksonville al N Y Giants noon
Pittsburgh at Buffalo noon
Carolina at Cleveland noon
Kansas City at Seattle. 305 p m
Miami at Oakland 305 p m
St Louts at Denver. 3 15 p m
Philadelphia at Chicago 3 15 p m
Tampa Bay at Ballimo-e 3 15 p m
San Diego at Indianapolis 7 20 p m
Monday. Nov. 29
San Francisco at Anzona 7 30 p m
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From Page 1B
seined at the meeting to the
coaches and support statements
are offered from attendees.
Afterwards. a vote ot the membership is conducted and the
coach receiving the highest total
is given the award.
"I was surprised and honored
to receive the award. especially'

Cr

since it was bestowed upon nie
by. my coaching peers."
McCuiston said. "I consider this
is to be a true team award, and
points to the success of the team
and how hard everyone worked
to reach the goals we had coming into the season. The parent,
and players should also be t:oni
mended for a job well done."

CASTLEMAN TIRE
6 REPAIR, INC.
1880 State RI. ;21 So., Mayfield • 247.5866
Monday • Friday • 7:00 a.m..5:00 p.m.

TIRES

•MICHELIN •GOODYEAR
•KELLY *FIRESTONE
•KUMHO

GREAT SERVICE
•Alignments
•Brakes

•Oil Changes
•Used Tires

Doors Open a
SONY
BRAVIA

NIurrto Ledger & limes

SPORTS

•Swimming
Frorn Page 113
with (ireenwood behind
winning
Mons from McGee 4.2(X)
and
500 freestyle). as well as
in the
200 free relay. Miller finishe
d
second in the 100 backstroke
along with the boys 200 medley
and 4IX) relays.
Nfurray..s girls finished third
overall behind winning efforts
thin) 1 auren Lrickson t 1111 buttertl) awl II X) backstroke) and
second place finishes by the girls
2I Mt medley and 44X) free relays.
The Tigers' next swim meet
is seheduled for Dec. 7 at the
Paducah Athletic. Cluh
Lady !Akers place first, boys
third at Hopkins Central
The C'alloway County Laker
swim tcam opened the 20102011 season strong. with the
girls claiming first and boys
claiming third in a nice' at
Hopkins Count) C'entral in

Madisonville.
The Lady Laker. finished
with a score of 156. while the
boys scored 66. a total of 222.
which gave the Lakers the top
overall mark.
In the girls 200-yard medley
relay, the A-team of Lauren
Simmons. Darington Prescott.
Ton Hahs and Alcr: V*Orkman
t(x)k first place. while the boys
also won the event with a team
made up of Andy .Anderson.
Marco
(1'Bryan.
Robbie
Canning and Phillip Vilardo.
who were the Laker\ only four
performers.
Both teams also grabbed first
place finishes in the 200-yard
free. with Haley Dodd taking
first place with a time of 2:44.76,
and Canning placing first for the
boys with a time of 2:04.97.
O'Bryan took first in the boys
200-yard individual medley' with

COLLEGE BASKETBALL: LOUISVILLE 106. CHAT
TA 1\100(
a time ot 2:29.6X. while
Workman was the top finisher in
the girls 50-)ard free with a time
of 30.61.
Calloway County then swept
the HMI-yard fly. with Hahs
claiming first with a time of
1.27.84. and Canning winning it
on the txtys side with a mark of
I :05.56.
Natalie Hahs won the girls
500-yard free. while O'Bryan
placed first on the boys side with
a time of 6:05.21.
The A-relay. team grabbed
another first place finish in the
200-yard free relay with a time
of 2:06.65. and Simmons also
took first place in the girls I(X)yard back.
Hahs placed first in the girl's
1410-yard breast with a time of
1:26.98. while the boys A-team
took first in the 44X)-yard free
relay with a niark of 4:08.69.

•Racers
From Page 1B
his injury. and some of it may be
his different
We're trying
to see if having him on the ball
and Isaiah (Canaan) running the
wing is our best option. Isaiah's
maybe a better scorer and Isacc
does a better job of pushing the
ball on the break."
Kennett) says Jenkins needs
to be more consistent with his
effort. He scored 14 points
against East Tennessee State in
the season-opener. but was practically a non-factor against Ole
Miss. going 1 -for-7 from the
field.
Junior forward Ivan Aska also
likely falls under the umbrella of
upperclassmen who need to step
up going into the 76 Classic.
The preseason All-Ohio
Valley Conference selection was
asked to be the Racers' primary
offensive weapon on the inside
going int()the season and is averaging just five points per game
and shy of five rebounds.
'The Racers will likely need
all three to step up going into
Thursday's night's match with
the Pac 10's Stanford at
Anaheim Convention Center.
If Murray State wins, they'll
face either Tulsa or UNLV on
Friday. then play a third game on
Sundav
Women look for rebounding
as Kentucky looms
A,
: daulamt2
NIurray
State's men's early schedule is.

the women are playing an equally tough slate.
The Racers went on the road
frn two games last week and suffered losses to teams hailing
from leagues with mach stronger
RPI rankings than the OVC.
Missouri Valley Conference
inember Evansville edged the
Racers by six while Saint Louis,
out of the Atlantic 10. exploited
Murray State in the rebounding
column en route a 72-55 decision on Sunday'.
Things don't get any easier
for the Racers. who will spend
this week getting ready for two
games at the Lady Eagle
Thanksgiving
Classic
at
Southern Mississippi this weekend.
First on the docket is an instate matchup with Kentucky.
ranked No.9 in the nation by the
Associated Press and No. 10 by
the coaches. on Friday.
The Wildcats have one of the
country's best players in senior
forward Victoria Dunlap. a
returning All-American who is
on this season's W(xxlen Award
Watch_ List.
For the Racers, the key to surviving the tough non-conlerence
schedule is to view each game
through the lens of thc approaching()VC season, Cross says.
"I'm a pretty posinve person.
and you•ve got lo understand
that what we're doing right now
is to prepare us for conference
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play." he said. "We're going to
see a little bit of everyth.ing by
the time we're done with the
non-conference schedule."
Keys for the Racers going
hirward are to show improvement in the rebounding and
turnover categories.
Murray State had been
rebounding the ballowell until
Sunday. when Saint Louis
sprang fin an eye-catching 29
boards off the offensive glass,
something Cross attributed to a
rough-and-lumble style of game
for which On Racers weren't
ready.
-The officiating allowed both
teams to push and grab and pretty,. much do whatever you wanted... he said Monday."It became
it scrum under the boiu-ds and we
didn't take advantage of that."
Murray State has also struggled in the turnover department,
coughing up 23 against the
Billikens.
While he wiuns his squad to
cut down on the IllitiCUCS. Cross
says the turnovers are somewhat
normal for a team debuting a
new point guard as well as playing other players at new positions on the floor.
Defense has been a bright
spot for the Racers. They held
Saint [Avis to just 13 percent
from the field on firsf•-shot
attempts.. but the Bi!likens' second-chances vivre the difference
in the game.

Cards rout Chattanooga go to 3-0
By WIU. GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE. Ky. IAP) —
Louisville
guard
Preston
Knowles found himself all alone
in the open court on Monday
night against Chattanooga *and
decided it was showtime.
The senior dribbled into the
lane, took off on one foot and
prepared for his second dunk in
a ntatter of seconds.
Clang. Knowles didn't quite
make it all the way up. The ball
caromed off the back of the rim.
earning a glare from coach Rick
Pitino.
Knowles, despite himself,
couldn't help but smile. His miscue was one of the few things
the Cardinals did wrong in an
easy 106-65 win.
"It was fun." said Knowles,
who finished with 14 points

despite the miss. We all pull for
each other and play together.
'This game we wanted to be
aggressive on offense and play
defense. We're just having fun
every game."
The Cardinals certainly
looked like it while remaining
unbeaten at the KFC Yum!
Center.
Sharing the basketball at one
end and swarming it at the other,
Louisville played with the kind
of energy it lacked during a
lethargic victory over Jackson
State on Saturday.
The Cardinals (3-01 forced
the Mocs into 25 tumovers, shot
49 percent from the floor and
dazzled at times.
"We played excellent all
night." Pitino said. "Our guys
did a terrific job. We are getting
better. You can see in practice.

we're taking baby steps. We said
we want to play like Loyola
IMarymounn but wc want to
play great defense, too."
Louisville did dunng a 22-3
burst early in the second halt
that broke the game open. If it
wasn't Rakeem Buckles finding
Terrence Jennings for a dunk
then it was Mike Marra knocking down a 3-pointer or Kyle
Kunc stepping into a passing
lane and sprinting for a jam.
Louisville shot 63 percent in
the second half as the Mocs,
playing their fourth game in
eight days, simply ran out of
gas.
"I said, 'We've got to step on
their throat and keep pushing,' "
said Buckles. who finished with
11 points. "Our defense, we
were tuned in and got stops. I
love playing this style."

•Wildcats
From Page 1B
that made it 70-62 with just
over a minute left. He finished
12 of 17 from the field, blocked
four shots, had three assists —
one a nifty no-looker while
leading the break -- and had
two steals.
Kentucky moves on to face
No. 17 Washington. the team
Jones spurned before joining
the Wildcats.
"I thought last year when we
recruited him that Terrence
Jones was the best player in the
country in his class," Oklahoma
coach Jeff Capel said. "There
were other players who had
higher accolades, but I didn't
see them having the impact that
he could. He certainly did that
this afternoon."
Oklahoma is in the midst of
a rebuilding project that started
with a 13-18 season in 2009-10
that including nine straight
losses to end it. The Sooners are
young — seven of their eight
top scorers are underclassmen
— but did manage to open the
season with wins over Coppin
State, North Carolina Central
and Texas Southern.
Of course, those teams aren't
quite on the same level as
Kentucky, where national titles
are the only goal.
The Wildcats lost five firstround NBA draft picks, but

simply reloaded with a team
Connecticut coach Jim Calhoun
joked could give the Boston
Celtics a run for their money.
Kentucky
routed
East
Tennessee State in its opener
and scored the first 15 points on
the way to a 31 -point win over
Portland last week.
The Wildcats didn't do that
to Oklahoma, though it looked
it was headed that way early
with Jones dominating.
The 6-foot-8 freshman had a
school debut-record 25 points
in his first collegiate game and
was dominant from the opening
tip against the Sooners, scoring
right-handed.
left-handed,
whichever way he wanted.
Jones overpowered Oklahoma
inside. hitting his first three
shots while Kentucky hit eight
of nine to build an 18-6 lead in
the first 4 V2 minutes.
Oklahoma wouldn't let the
Wildcats run away with it just
yet, keeping it under double
digits for a while behind
Andrew Fitzgerald's 10 points.
Then the Wildcats went on a
run.
Wearing the Sooners down
with their depth and quickness,
Kentucky started to pull away
late in the first half, building a
42-28 lead behind Jones' 12
points and eight rebounds.
Jones had a good start to the

second half, too, scoring on a
baseline dunk after Kentucky
grabbed a missed free throw.
then sashaying around Nick
Thompson for a that-was-sureeasy scoop shot that put the
Wildcats up 52-39. He later had
a no-look, crosscourt pass on
the break to Josh Harrellson for
a dunk.
Oklahoma just wouldn't go
away.
The Sooners took advantage
of Kentucky's struggles at the
free-throw line — II of 22 —
and rattled the young Wildcats
with a myriad of defenses,
slowing the game to a crawl
The
Sooners
frazzled
Kentucky and chipped away at
the lead. making the Kentuckydominated crowd a bit restless
when Davis dropped in a 3pointer that cut the lead to 6862 with just over 2 minutes left.
Oklahoma just didn't have
enough to finish it off, its final
chance ending with Jones'
block on Davis' 3-pointer and
subsequent dunk.
Davis finished with 23
points and Fitzgerald had 14 for
the Sooners.
"We had chance down the
stretch, but you have to give
credit to Kentucky," Capel said.
"They're a very talented team
and they made plays throughout
the game."
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Commerical Prop. For Rent
RETAIL Store in Hazel
5000
SF
$1000 DO/month
270-492-8211
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Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

1

PIJBLIC NOTICE

Review Board will hold a public
hearing ..n Thur . December 2. eeto at 430 p re in
the council chambers of City Hall. located at
104 N
5th St to review the following request for a
Certificate of Appropriateness at 201 South 6th
St
for the replacs-ment of windows The property is
owned bt Aedree Reterie All Interested perSonS are
invited to attend Ir further information is needed
please contact the Murray Main Street at 759-94;4
Arshitecturai

invitation to

Bid

Surveillance Camera System
The Calloway County Board of Education is
accepting sealed bid pmposals for a Surveillance
Camera :CCTV. System for Calloway Codnty High
School Bids will be accepted until 11,00 a.m ,
December 1, 2010 Specifications are on file at the
Board office al 2110 College Farrn Road, Murray,
KY 42071 Any- interested bidders may obtain
mpies at that location Further Information may be
obtained by calling Karen Brandon at 762-7300
The Calloway County Board of Education reserves
the nght to reject any andmr all bids and waive
any irregularities in bidding

ADVERTISING SALES
The Munay Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include sen
icing .established accounts. developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
N1urray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working v. ith the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales expenence is required. Degree
in
Advertising. Marketing, or Public Relations
preferred. but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071

Lost and Foend

Saturday 9:00

JUS1 give us a call.
we'll be giad to help,
Your loved one weli
try to find.
-Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

November 27th
1504-1508

Call 753-1916

PUBLIC
AUCTION
AAA, Ministorage

Diuguid Dr.
Units 3, 6. 32, 48.
55. 78, 96

Small Puppy around 12
weeks old, white on it's
chest. black collet,
male. Found on 6th St
Call 270-753-9887
060
Help Wanted

"'CUSTOM BBC/1***
Shoulders, Turkeys. &
Wild Game 270-2273309

GET THIS 1 X 1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
MR. TUXEDO
Over 75
Styles Color,
BeSt Duality
liow price
NEW LOCATION
3195121 S.
753-9038

C.A.
Jenes
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment
Positions available on
1st. 2nd. and 3rd shifts
Customer
Service
Represent ative
Data Entry Clerk
Please submit your
resume to
careersitechuckiones.net
V
isi
t
www.chuckiones.net
for
complete
iob
descriptions
If hired applicants must
pass a background
check and drug screer:

DISCLAIMER
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Teries will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
eny of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage al
inurra ledger.com.
.,ou will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com
B!, delault.
Murray .md local job
listings will appear on
thl, ebsite
However, as a national
ebsitc. not all listings
on the phnetwork.com
arc placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes Please call
us if you hzse any
questions legardIng
the Murray area
lob listings Thank you

PECO
Accepting
resumes
All sales careers
& other positions
Send to,
P.O. Box 363
Murray, KY
42071

Lost and Found
2 Compound
Bows. Call me and give
exact description
270-293-0649
FOUND

FOUND: Male Beagle
wearing red collar
Saturday at CCMS
Can be found at the
Calloway
County
Animal Shetter.

SKiL,k;
ASE certified a plus but
not required, must be
willing to take ASE
tests. Mail resume to.
P.O. Box
1040-I
Murray. KY 42071
X-Ray Tech needed
or witl train qualifed
person. Please
call
270-759-1116

•
a
•

• We are accepting

applications
ON-LINE for
Food Service Assistant Mgr. 2

ET A 2X2 AD TWO WEEKS
FOK ONLY $150

•
•
•
minimum

▪

• Applicants must possess a
• of 5 years full-time volume food ser•
a
vice work including at least 2 years
•
•
• of supervisory expenence Expen▪
ence in banquets catering, and
•
•
Restaurant Mgmt a must
Paid holidays and vacation. health and dental •
plans. salary: plus commission. are all part of •
$2198-53516/month
•
an excellent benefit package.
medical insurance paid annual •

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Legal
Notice

GOBBLIN'
GCOOD
DEALS

_1

400 Lodge Road
Buchanan TN 38222

•
•

Opportunities
Parkview Nursing ancl
Rehabilitation Center
Paducah. Kentucky

•
m

days & holidays

•

•
•

Apply ON-LINE only
Now until December 8. 2010 at
http://tn.govidohr/
employmenticareer.html

•
•

•

.The State of Terineaseels an
• equal opPortunny, equal access
•. affirmative ?etturt employer

•

RN/LPN/CNA
Full time positions are available.
PRN positions are also available for RNs
and l_PNs. Current Kentucky nursing
licensure or assistant certification is required
Long-term care experience is preferred.
We offer competitive starting pay rates of:
HN- $19 LPN-S15 CNA-S9.50
Full times associates rates are
also eligible for our great
benefits package.
Our PRN rates are RN-S25 LPN-S20
Send resume to:
Cindy Ivy
270-443-6543
270-442-3312 tax
Cynthia Ivy OLCCA.com
Visit us online at
www.LCCA.com
(EOE)INFN/D Jobe 19541

Parkview
Nursing &

Rehabilitation Center
The Housing Authonty of Murray is seeking
appecations tor the position of Administrative
Assistant. Responsibilities include general
office support, rent collection, work orders,
calculating utility consumption and billing. and
maintaining federally required documentation
on assisted housing programs. Applicant must
have a proficient knowledge of computers, as
well as excellent oral and written skills.
Bachelor's degree or equivalent experience
required. Prior grant writing experience
preferred. Applications can be picked up at the
main office of the Authority located at 716
Nash Drive, Murray KY. and will be taken until
December 3. 2010. The applicant's resume
must be attached to the application. A full Job
description will be provided with the
application. No phone calls. please.
CAREY COUNSELING CENTER, INC.
Providing mental health services in West
Tennessee for more than 40 years, CAREY has
offices in Camden, Huntingdon, Pans. Trenton.
and Union City. Currently recruiting for the
following positions:
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER/ANALYST
Proficiency in Access lequired Paris location
Please submit resume. letter of interest ana
position(s) of interest to:
Fax: 731-642-1010 Attn HR Dept.
Email: aegeneyegriele ore
Or Mail: HR Department
P.0 Eiox 30
Paris. TN 38242
No phone calls please.
EOE
090
Domestic 8 Childcare
Christian Lady will si
with elderly person Do
fight
housekeeping.
errands. and grocery
shopping
Part-time
$10/ hour Excellent
references 270-7530649
Christian Woman with
20. years experience
will sit with your loved
ones Pay depending
on level of care
419-239-9903.
270-978-8607

Honest Single Mom
needs work Will se
with
elderly,
run
errands, dialysis
270-873-2051 or
227-7537
RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE SEEKING
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-4502

111.1111_21111Jag

120

200
Sports Equipment

/ADM COMPUTERS
ServiceSales
Repairs/Upgrades

Pool Table Guy,
20 Years excierieree
Pool Tabeis Bought. Sed
Serviced and Mcved
731-819-4655

759.3556

140

I

Want to Buy

ANTIOUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, truces and
tractors. 436-5235.
227-6004
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm window
753-4109
Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins.
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars. halves,
quarters, dimes,
gold coins. proof
sets & mints sets.
Randy Brandon
293-6999
SMALL used 1000.2000 watt portable
generator
Prefer
Honda 270-293-8273

220
Minkel

MUSIC
LESSONS
IN MURRAY
Guitar. Piano.
more.
Learn Any Song
Wantir
Play By Earit!
Dtt.RTIS &

278 78-190
270
Mobile

Homes For Sete

2007 Clayton. 16x80,
3BR, 2BA, vinyl siding.
like new. 270-489-2525
2BR & Lot, $10 900
270-753-6012
280
Illobik Homes For Rent

***ATTENTION
STUDENTS!'"
Perfect for that second
semester, only 6 month
lease required (month
Case tractor(801 B)
to month also availreal estate lots. Wil
able). 3BR. 2BA. fully
consider trades.
furnished mobile home
753-4109. 227-1546
CHRISTOPHER'S in Hazel. All you need
COINS has great bar- , is your clothes and
gains Heart of Hazel testiest months rent.
Call
270-293-3183
and
Trend-N Treasures Free gifts day/night.
for kids Buy and 2BR, newly remodeled
appraise coins
inside & out, appli270-753-4161
ances. storage shed.
Quiet, rural setting near
RICH top soil. red grav- lake. No pets. $580
el for sale. 210-3781, includes
utilities.
559-2032
Security deposit and
references. 227-0004
Slabs & Sawdust.
3 BR S295.00
270-293-9063
2BR $295.00
753-6012
NICE 2 bedroom. no
pets. 753-9866
150

Articles
For Sale

1413AP-

22 cu. ft. Hot Porn
refrigerator Lg. Gas
Stove- Frigidaire. used
very little.
270-761-5340
Stacked Washer &
Dryer. Frigidaire, extra
large capacity. 1/year
old. Price $450. Call
270-227-1766.
270-753-3618

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 E South

12th St
(270) 753-1713

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
1BR. price reduced
various
locations
Coleman RE 753
9898.
1BR, unfurnished, near
campus, no pets, nonsmoking unit. $260 per
month. 753-5980.
2BR. 1BA, water, trash
included,. $425/mo.
270-719-1654.
4BR. C/1-141, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9896

Mo. Rent Free

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
CO:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. fA-F

Calloway Garden
Es.sex Downs
Apartnients
505 Diuguid Drive

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

BR & 2BR Apts.
270-753-8556
TDDI-800-545-1833
Ext. 283 6
.

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
.
270-753-5562

Cr

Equal opportunity

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large, 2BR,
1.5 bath garage, all
appliances_ 1 small
indoor pet allowed.
$675 mo.
270-227-1743
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appotritment
today.
270-753-2905..
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the eiectric bill,
water, trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550eno.
You won't find a nicer
Or cleaner apartment!
(270)492-8211
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Oeportunily
TDD el -800-648-6056
VICTORIAN one bed
room 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view_ W/D,
ref rigerator,
stove.
Very quiet. All utilities
paid including electric.
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

J&I. RENTALS
MINI-SlORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
4' toner of 12I s & Glendale
IOXIO $2.5 101'15 SAO
(2701436-2524
(2701293-6906

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Insicie climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

MINISTORAGE
enside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Sate & clean
eete sell boxes!
-We rent Li-Hauls
753-9600
•

All - ize Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853

MBC Storage
10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electri.ity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

753-2905
f

Subscribe to the

LaraR&TIllES
Home Delivery
I BR. Lease & Deposit
1,ocal Mail
3 mo.
Jo Pets! 270-753$30.00
0728, 270-994-3308
6 mo.
$35.00
$55.00 3 mo.
1 yr.....$63.00
2BR,
$105.00 6 mo.
1BA.
2-car
1 yr.
$110.00
garage, large yard, partially' fenced. $550 plus
I Rest of KY/1'N
All ()the,- Sled
security 978-7441
Subscriptions
2BR. 1BA, 5min North
3 mo.........
3 mo..-...-...-$75.1ki
of Murray, no pets.
6
S90.00 6 mo.
759-4826.
S%.00
I yr
SI20.00 1 yr....
SI45.00
3 & 4BR Houses
Available.
C/H/A,
Cheek
Money Order
Visa
MX
Various
Locations.
Coleman RE
Name
270-753-9898
VERY nice 3BR with I St. Address
garage, C/H/A. and I Citv
"
appliances. Coleman I
State
_
RE
Zli.
753-9898
I
Daytime Ph
gongs Rentals
ASF Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

POI

I

mol

6 Lots, Deep Wel
Septic 270-761-5340

Nor
S20
dep
759

7:0(

Noroscope

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for WE
year, you discover unu
virtually. They respond as
touchy area will clearly be
clear as humanly possible.
ficult this year. You will havi
relate closely allows a gre.
ship could develop. If you a
on-one time. CANCER bor.
ThIS

PREMIER

NEON BEACH!
MINI STORAGE

Mail this coup( n

2 a(
Salt
Sot
270

Shih-Tzu
puppies.
AKC. CKC. male $200$300 270-251-0310
evenings

360
Storage Rentals
2BR, CAVA, ali appli
ances, large maste.
bedroom, deck. & lawn
maintenance. Coleman
RE 270-753-9898

pur
that
sa

REGISTERED
Miniature Schnauzer
pups Vet checked and
ready to go 2-males
$250 Call 293-0575

Call Ashley or Carrie
at 270.753.1916

1st Full

•

Nursing

A▪ ll_1l2211111•

AKC Shih Tzu Puppies.
Vet Checked. ls
shots. Female $250.
Male $200. Call 27°978-0020 or 270-8325538 evenings
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
Labrador Retrievers
Chocolate & Black
9 weees old. $150
270-625-6426
(Pnnceton)

060
Help Wanted

hnss•samismans••,
•
•
•Paris Landing State Park Inn •

(

f ist

1980 Mercedes 0
,r1d.

DEADLINES

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified
Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morri
s or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 10C1 Whitnell Ave.Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax: 753-1927

010

I

010
020
025
030
040
OSD
OSO
079
090
109
110
129
130
140
150
155
160
165
190

chrome wheel;

The Stars Show the Kb
Positive 3-Average 2-So-i
ARIES(March 21 -April 15.
*** You might feel as if
instinct to play ostrich migt•
kuntly member could be
iSsues go. for now. Tonight
TAURUS (April 20-May 2(
***** An adamant disa
you cannot talk to the othe
ply don't see eye to eye wil
be exhausting. Use your
with a friend.
GEMINI (May 21-June 2C1
*** Curb a need to be p
for you ultimately. Also. y.
rounds a key issue. Tryin.g
validity in all suggestions_
CANCER (June 21-July 2
**** Others are challe
have nothing to do with yi
seems heavier than it re
approach it accordingly. Tr
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** Knovv when to clese
at home. Everyone needs
Juncture. Use your ability t
feeling might be lustified.
can.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22
***** Zero in on what
you. You alight wonder wl
This person keeps rebellin
ably need to pull back anc
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** It appears responsil
You could have a lot more
a family member. even
Burning the candle at bott
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.
**** Keep reaching ot
you haven't been in conla
than you need to be. Rev
ask pertinent questions. T
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-1
***** Feelings run de
too strongly for your taste
is an issue with a financii
out gracefully. Tonight: Di
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Ji
**** It might be wise lc
er person. Consider lettin
tion blow over. Soon enoi
dle this matter. Tonight: C
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Fet
*** After hitting enaugl
want to run home. But yo
tration and antagonism a
feelings inappropriately. 1
PISCES(Feb. 19-March
*** Much changes far
not convince others -- in
in your thinking. Let youi
appreciated. Tonight: Fur
BORN TODAY
Lecturer Dale Carnegie
(1925). actress Kathenre
Jacqueline Bigar is on
(c) 2010 by King Featur

with pament ti)

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or tall (2701M-1916

Subscribe
Today!
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I

1997 Lincoln Mark VIII LSC Coupe,
leather. loaded, sunroof. CD. heated seats,
hrorre wheels, fast sharp black 81 000 miles
1980 Mercedes Convertible.
't

LOCAL CARS!
54.995 each OBO
404-313-1051

Commerical Prop. For Rent

\lurr, eg1;er 14 I ern., 1.tot
4.1.1aar
\ h...rt kr,
4 •r

RETAIL Store in Hazel
5000
SF
$1000 00imonth
270-492-8211

atI tor,

REGISTERED
Miniature Schnauzer
pups. Vet checked and
ready to go. 2-males
$250. Call 293-0575

1

Shih-Tzu
puppies
AKC, CKC. male $200$300 270-251-0310
evenings

6 Lots, Deep Wei
Septic 270-761-5340

loroscope

309 Woodlawn 3BR
2BA.
new
decor
$79,900, 474-2520.
BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage. Custorn
Brick
home
in
Bnarcrest Subdivision.
Hardwood
Floors.
Forrnal dining, custom
cabinets. open floor
plan with lots of natural
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905.

LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarante
753-1816 227-061
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY S7S.00.
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

Hill Electric
sin., I 9sh
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Pets Supplies
AKC Shih Tzu Puppies.
Vet Checked, ls
shots. Female $250.
Male $200. Call 27°978-0020 or 270-8325538 evenings
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858,
Labrador Retrievers
Chocolate & Black
9 weeks old. $150
270-625-6426
(Pnnceton)

Homes For Sale
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Services Offered
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2 acre Wooaed Lot Fo
Sale Ready to Build
Southwest
School
270-227-6965
Lots For Rent
Private
country
mobile home lot. 3rni.
North of Murray.
$200/mo. Lease &
deposit iequired. Call
759-1204
after
7:00pm.

24 Noun moms
Res . Com . & Ind
!avowed & Insured
>II lobs - hig. or small

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

Services Offered

Services Offered

Frorn Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do Ft Aiii
No Job To Small
2704173-9M
or vise our websae

Handyman Work
Odd Jobs, Repairs.
Home, Auto.
-Carpentry. Light
Elestncal..
Yards 8
Much More
No Job TcrO Small
Jacob
27G-97a-0278

. estmetattleiegaMa
FREE E511MATES
LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
•Discovery Flight
(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

753-9562

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
-out garages. gutters.
REDUCED. Priced for junk & tree work.
quick sale. New energy A-1 Lamb's
efficient. 3BR, 2BA 2- Professional Tree
car garage. 2.240 sq Service Insured
ft. cathedral ceilings. 753-TREE (87331
concrete
driveway, ADAMS Home
large lot. No city taxes. Improvement
Lots of energy rebates. Additions, Rernuaeling,
210-3781, 559-2032.
Roofing, Vinyl Siding.
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs. workers comp
TO view all homes for Insured.
sale go to
227-2617.
WINW.campbeiireatty.cem
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer. back hoe. and
490
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
Used Cars
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
We Finance (270) 293-8726 OR
hollandmotorsales com 759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
278-753-4461

I

1_

I uesday. 1useniber 23. 2010 • 5It

•HrE
insured

R0Itable,
Deperulatge

Free Esirmates
Free Stump Remow,
Gel! 270.293-4489
Wow 270430044'

Remodeling, Drywall,
Hanging, Finishing,
Patching. all phases of
Painting
Free
Estimates Call 270293-8656 or 270-2279193

HALL'S WAST
MAN >GENIE N
• v.rekl Lk spe,IJI pid‘up,
•
or.nedioperaied
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hamilton Granite
& Marble
3301 St. Rt 12.1N.
753-8087
Tylh 11urdock • 293- ra2

Display Hours. 840-3 30

YEARRY S
Service
Free
ma!es

Appliance
Repair

ROOFING Licensed
and fully insured
Reasonable
rates. Adam's
Home
starting at $15 270- Improvement
753-2405
270-227-2617

Tre€

2562 22 7 G26 -

utabie, The Murray
Ledger & Times ncr
any of its empioyees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

ALL BRANDS

LAMY

SUDOKU
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming.
removal.
stump grinding. firewood. Insured,
489-2839.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliahIe.
inaccuracies 10 (oCCur
Readeis using !his

O'BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
•Locally owned
and operated
•Free Estimates
• Lic 8 Ins
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny O'Bryan

Ward Elkins
270-753-1713

Check
us out
on the
Web!

g)
theCOnCt-.'

Concept;s SudoKu

6 8
1 7

3
9 5 7 2
9
3 8
4
7
7 8
6
1
6 5 3 9
5 1
8
7 9
2
*

Answer to previous puzzle
5 2 9 3 8 4 6 1 7
1 8 7 6 9 5 3 4 2
3 4 6 1 7 2 5 8 9
6 7 5 8 4 3 9 2 1
4 1 2 7 5 9 8 6 3
8 9 3 2 1 6 7 5 4
7 5 8 4 3 1 2 9 6
2 3 4 9 6 8 1 7 5
9 6 1 5 2 7 4 3 8

*

"Jammu°mar CCHS Lakers go undefeated in Quick Recall competition

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, Nov. 24, 2010:
This year, you discover unusual success when relating to people individually. They respond as you might not have dreamt possible. A
touchy area will clearly be around funds -- yours and theirs. Stay as
clear as humanly possible. A long-term friendshp could become difficult this year. You will have a choice. If you are single. your ability to
relate closely allows a great deal of closeness. A powerful relationship could develop. If you are attached. the two of you gain from oneon-one time. CANCER bottom-lines your issues.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic, 4Positive. 3-Average. 2-So-so 1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** You might feel as if you have given enough at this point. The
instinct to play ostrich might not be too out of whack_ An associate or
Istrntly member could be depressed or difficult. Let this person's
issues go. for now. Tonight: Happiest at home
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** An adamant disagreement is lust that, but it doesn't mean
you cannot talk to the other party or even enioy him or her. You simply don't see eye to eye with this person. A work-related matter might
be exhausting. Use your ability to pace yourself. Tonight: Hang out
with a friend.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Curb a need to be possessive or in control. First, it won't work
for you ultimately. Also. you will note how much contradiction surrounds a key issue. Trying to resolve it will take the ability to see the
validity in all suggestions. Tonight: Your treat.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Others are challenging and controlling. These traits might
have nothing to do with you but with them. A difficult issue at home
seems heavier than it really is. Know that it is resolvable. and
approach it accordingly. Tonight: Let go. The world is your oyster.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** Know when to close your door at the office or screen your calls
at home. Everyone needs some private time, especially you at this
Juncture. Use your ability to sort and distance yourself. What you are
feeling might be Justified. Do check it out. Tonight: Vanish while you
can.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Zero in on what you want. and don't allow others to distract
you. You might wonder what to do with a difficult child or loved one.
This person keeps rebelling. If you sense nefarious activity, you probably need to pull back and observe. Tonight: Where the action is.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** It appears responsibilities are dropped on you out of the blue.
You could have a lot more on your plate than others realize. Listen to
a family member. even if he or she is on the warpath. Tonight:
Burning the candle at both ends.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Keep reaching out for someone at a distance. especially if
you haven't been in contact for a while. You could be more negative
than you need to be. Revise your thinking. do needed research and
ask pertinent questions. Tonight: Put on a favoote piece of music.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Feelings run deep, for better or for worse. Someone feels
too strongly for your taste about a business dealing. You realize there
is an issue with a financial involvement with this person. Try to back
out gracefully. Tonight: Dinner for two
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** It might be wise to lessen the friction between you and another person. Consider letting a strong need to be in control of a situation blow over. Soon enough you will be chilled out and able to handle this matter. Tonight: Defer to someone else.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** After hitting enough obstacles in your daily routine, you might
want to run home. But you will tough it out. Be careful, because frustration and antagonism come forward. You don't want to express your
feelings inappropriately. Tonight. Put your feet up.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Much changes far too quickly for your taste. Clearly. you cannot convince other; -- in a meeting or one on one -- of the rationality
in your thinking. Let your creativity flourish in areas where they are
appreciated. Tonight: Fun and games

The Kentucky Association
for Academic Competition
Junior
Varsity
Challenge
Regional competition was held
at Murray High School on
Saturday. Nov. 13. School,
competing
were
Calloway
County High School, Graves
County High School, Marshall
County High School. Murray
High School and Paducah
Tilghman High School. The
Junior Varsity Challenge is a
competitive
opportunity
designed for Kentucky's ninth
and tenth grade students. who
sometimes are "lost- boween
the middle grades and high
school
Governor',
Cup
Competition.
Students compete in Five
Written
Assessments:
Mathematics. Science. Social
Studies. Language Arts and
Arts/Humanities: a Quick Recall
competition. double elimination
bracket when there are fewer
than 8 teams; and Composition.
In Quick Recall. the CCHS
Lakers went undefeated as they
defeated MHS 45-3. PTHS 29I I and 29-24. The winning
Laker squad was composed of
Landon Fike. Cody Bergman.
Hudson
Elliott.
Simon
N1ikulcik. Nate Clause and Nate

Maxwell.
CCHS students scoring in
individual written assessmcnts
were: Nlath. Fike, first. Clause.
second,
Mikulcik.
third:
Science. Fike. first. Mikulcik.

LBL will open 'No Hunting'
zones Dec. 1, for archery

Special to the Ledger
Land Betv,cen The Lakes
(1.BL) National Recreation Area
will open cenain areas typically
marked as "No Hunting- tones
tor archery. deer hunting Dec. I
through Jan. 17. Hunters are
encouraged to harvest deer vv !thou! antlers in these areas to
reduce deer populations.
Areas open to archery.. hunting include Piney Campground
and Brandon Spring Group
Center. Archery hunting will
also be permitted in the South
Nature Watch Demonstration
Area across The Trace from
South Welcome Station. in the
eastern portion of Hunt Area 16.
Hillman Ferry C'ampground
vAl he open for archer!,
hunting during the above dates.
BORN TODAY
During that time. 11F will he
Lecturer Dale Carnegie (1888). columnist William F Buckley Jr
closed Dec. 10-12, Inr a special
(1925). actress Katherine Heigl (1978)
event.
Energy
Lake
•**
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigarcom. L'ampground will remain open
tor camping this winter. No
(c) 2010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
hunting will be permitted at the
campground. Hunting is not
allowed within 150 y ards of
de% eloped
Nlaintenance stall will continue
%%orking throughout the %%inter
in lacilities, he cautious %then
hunting in these area',

Subscribe by calling 753-1916
Today! LEDGER& TIMES

Photo provided
Pictured are members of the Calloway County High School Junicr Varsity Challenge team.
who recently placed in individual events and went undefeated in Quick Recall in a regional
competition held at Murray High School. Front row, from left. Landon Fike and Hudson Elliott.
Back row. from left, Cody Bergman, Nate Clause. Nate Maxwell and Simon Mikulcik. Not pictured is Fiailey Harrison and Kathryn -Tucker.
third: Social Studies. Max%ell,
sixth: Language Arts. Bergman,
second. Kathryn Tucker. sixth:
Arts/Humanities. Bergman. second. Elliott. third; Composition.
Halley Harrison. fifth. Tucker.

*awirsmx.eo

sixth.
Coaches for the Callowa
County High School team are
Erica Gray. Amy. !sick in and
Beth Morehead.

atva*.readtlassoltavolsailsomtnahas.lantaAaamalta*uos.A.s.iganuamehohlimeton•

"ClifeeSel

Sa
fcri
and Piney
Campgrounds v. ill close for the
season on Nov. 30. Camping
will be available at Energy Lake
Campground.
Wranglers
Campground. at self-serv ice
Camping Areas (limited) Lake
Access Areas) and in the backcountry with the purchase of a
Backcountry Camping Permit.
All LBL deer hunters age 16
and older are required to purchase an LBL Hunter Use
Permit. Hunters MUNI possess a
hunting license and hig game tag
appropriate lor the state portion
of LBL on which they hunt.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Set-% ice.
l'.S. Depanment of Agriculture.
in partnership with -Friends of
P
e
3171711. •
LBL.- to pros ide public lands
outdoor recreation and env ironmental education. Visitors are I
1-4
encouraged to re> lex% the v. eh- . :
site at v.v. V4.iblairg each season.
'
and throughout the season. for
I liv,ital
cOMpOsing
maps. hunting regulations.
Calendar of E‘ents. updates on
programs and policies. safety 1-C. Print photo,
information. and temporar trail
and mad closures. Additional 7-{ 1001 \‘'
LBL and "Friends of LIILinhumation is also ioailable on
the wehsite or by calling 1 000
witn*nhmttoltufrogmtiverntInern01.1netuetun...nernr,
..,,....
LBL-7077 or(270)424-2000.

ri The Murray Ledger & Times
H wants you to share your
photographs of people in
our community at work,
at school and at play.
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Looking Sack

Murray Ledger & Times

Outgoing wives learn to live
with thei•r homebody husbands

Octogenarian loves her
electric toothbrush

Ten years agn
Forty years ago
PV 2 Alidiael Laster
111C111Local uorkman are pictured
hN til the 438th Military F'ollue
putting up Christmas decorations
DEAR ABM': I arn writing IN DAYTO
N, OHIO
Kentucky Army National Guard. on the court
about the lettet from "Socially
square yesterday.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I enjoy teria. dust and foreign matter
DEAR ABBY: nat. am marfrom
has recently eompleted basic There was a brisk
Obligat
brushing my teeth with an elec- entering and causing
ed
in
Pennsylvania" iOct. ried to a man who
breeze and
damage. Wax
refuses
training at Fort Bening. Ga.. arid the temperature
to do
4).
tric
toothbr
whose
ush. a habit I have can build up in the CM canal
fiance. "Joe." refuses anything with
was 23 degrees.
but
me if anyone else
advanced individual training at
The opening day of air curred
invitations to events from her fain- is
had for years. I'm an 83-year-old can also occur it a person
involved, whether it be church,
attempts
Fon Jackson. S.C.
tobacco in Murray will be on Dec.
female and 1 know gums tend to to clean the eat but
tly. My twee married a uell-edu- family
inadvertentor work. 11.: is comfortHannah Elise Hinton received
recede with age however slight- ly pushes the v.ax deeper
I I, according to Holmes Ellis.
cated man %hi) is like Joe. They. able
into the
with me, and that's it!
trophies for the Mos: Beautiful manager of
Wouldn'
ly
now live an isolated social life
t using such power twice canal.
the Western Dark
We will do things from time
and First Alternate in her age Fired Tobacco
.:od
pro:,
every
day
in none ot the to time with family. but
Softeners can include glycerin.
Growers Assoc'
he despisdivision at the U S A. Beauties ation.
exacerbate hydrogen peroxide. baby oil. olive
normal fami- es it. I feel it's unfair. becaus
e I
Christmas Pageant held Nov. 18
this?
oil. mineral oil ahnond oil. saline
Showing at the Chen The
ly lunctions go out of my. way to include
his
at Murray' State University Cur- atre is "On
1
ani solution. or 1,ver-ihe-o,unter prepawlia
irnet
A Clear Day- stai
relator', in my life. But I knew
ris Center.
4 delighted that rations designed for such a pur4P
ring Barbra Streisand and Yves
this about him before we were
North Elementary Students of Montaud.
I still have my.
pose. Hydrogen peroxide and other
married
own teeth. I
the Month are Jordan Eldridge.
methods should be used only. if
p
hrki.ngtlint.egetTer)-.
Fifty years ago
I have quit niaking excuse,
have no denAndie Gibson. Emily Crouse.
you are sure there is no infecTheir children for hirn and now just explain that
Congressman Flank
tal
hygiene tion. discharge. redness or hearTaylor Stokes. Kayla Cunning- Stubblefield
miss so much. he is extremely uncomf
talked about
ortable
.
problems and ing impairment. You are correct
ham and Jenny Vincent.
My' advice around people. He has social anxSugar Act at a meeting of Mui
certainly' don't in that two drops is the proper
Twenty years ago
to
"S.0.- iety. and will not likely change. I
ray Lions Club held at Murray
want to cause amount to use, but I am UfistliC
Published is a picture of Adam
would be to
Dr. Gott any.
Woman's Club.
him in spite of it, and I
v..hy you feel nightly. use is necDear Abby rethink the love
Wilson as he does some fancy
make adjustments.
Mr. and Mrs. 0.C. McLemore
DEAR essary, unless you have had a
tOotwork on the playground at
engagement
One way I cope is by latchwere recent guests of Mr. and
By
READER: If major problem with wax impaction.
and consider ing onto someone else
By Abigail
a local preschool friday.
Mrs. James C. Murray of GadDr. Peter Gott you
in the
have Some people prefer to first use a
meeting group so I don't feel left out
Belinda Lockhart. sophomore sen. Ala.
Van Buren
been using an couple of drops of one of the
someon
e
at Murray High School. was
who
among
the
couples present. I
Becky Wilson. daughter of
electric toothbrush for a long time oils I mentioned.
is more socially compatible and engage
wait a minute
selected Student of the Week. NIr. and Mrs.
with nieces and nephews
arid still have all your teeth. I or two for it to
Hugh E. Wilson.
less controlling. Marriage is a and
soften the wax,
She is the daughter of Darrell
my
widowed mother.
guess
was honored at a party in celyou
haven't
done
anythin
g
use
an
eye
dropper to add two
partnership built on compromise.
and Georgia Lockhart.
I advise "S.0." to love the
v.rong.
ebration of her sixth birthday.
drops of warmed hydrogen perJoe is uncooperative.
man for who he is. Don't try to
Vicki L. Roberts. M.D.. daughYes. gums do recede as we oxide and wait until
Showing al the Varsity Thethe bubbling
!sly second husband 1A'a, like force
ter of John D. and Sue Roberts atre is Jerry
him or put him down. -age, but I'm referring to gums stops. Then have
Lewis as -The Bellthe person up
this man. I divorced him_ Fami- MAKI
of Murray. has successfully com- boy."
NG 1.r WORK IN THE
that expose the root surfaces of his or her head
to the side to
ly' meant too much to me. -- MIDW
EST
teeth. This is common in people catch any residue
pleted the national examination
Sixty years ago
in a small towel.
OLDER .AND WISER IN ARIDEAR
over
the
age
ABBY:
and is now. certified by the
of
There
40
and
could
can
result
be
It's
always more comfortable to
Calloway Countians woke up
ZONA
other explanations for the man's
from aggressive tooth brushing, warm the product
American Board of Psychiatry. this mutatin
s going into the
g to find the ground
DEAR OLDER: Thank .011 social avoidan
periodontal disease. gingivitis and ear. This can
ce.
My
wife
and Neurology.
is
more
be accomplished by
covered with ice and snow. The
social than I. I used to go with
other disorders. The best way' of immersing both
Thirty years ago
oil and peroxide
snow started last night shortly.
iml'arn;
:(41n.r akc;:.11,
1111v.
letinit..s.wierhecaeradg(:t rm tm
o her to events that she wanted me
avoiding receding gums is to brush
bottles in a small bowl of warm
Published is a picture of award after dark and
share what they have learned from to
it snowed steadiwithout
exenin
attend.
CXCesSI
g
But
I
VC
noticed
presthat afterwater briefly before beginning the
winners. Robins Robert. All- ly for
living vs ith someone vdio is uncom- ward.
several hours.
sure. Use circular or back and
I would get chewed out process. If you don't already. do
WKC: Mike Gough. Outstandhoable in social situations. Read
James Ralph Story. son of
forth
motion
I
s
talked
rather
hx)
than
much
long
or too little.
this or if you use only peroxide.
ing Defensive Back. All-WKC: Mr. and Mrs.
ion:
Festus Story, is serv swipes with the brush.
spoke t(x) loudly or couldn't be
you might want to try the comBruce Ttylor, Outstanding Offen- ing with the
DEAR ABBY:"Socially Oblig- heard.
U.S. Army. at Camp
My
guess
is
you
have
mixed
regular bination routine. However. you
too much or not
sive Lineman; Tim Foster. Out- Brecke
ated" and her fiance need coun- enough
nndge.
checku
ps
with
your
dentist
.
In other words. my wife
. If he should use peroxide only when
standing Offensive Back: Greg
seling to find ansysers lo why he v.as
Dr. C.S. Lowry. spoke at 23a1
or she has not indicated you have absolutely
so socially insecure that no
neccssary. because it can
Morton. Senior Excellency; left anniversary
is reluctant to attend her handy. matter
a
proble
m.
keep
meeting of Business
up
the
good
how I acted. she mok issue.
work. cause severe dryness of the ear,
Chadwick. Outstanding Defen- and Profess
functions. Is he introverted? Does
You're
an
exampl
ional Women's Club
e
many
I finally' realized that the probof us resulting in further issues.
sive Lineman. and Chris Prid- held at
sullei nom Asperger's syndrome lem was
should look up to. Oh, by the
National Hotel. Mrs. Garhers and not mine. I
To give you related informady'. Appreciation for Service as nett Jones,
and is unable to feel comfortable haven't
way.
keep
smiling
!
president. presided.
gone anywhere socially
tion, I am sending you a copy
in
Manager and Statistician.
i.Tossd
s"
Could
DEAR
he
be
depres
DR.
GOTT
sed! with my wife since 1995 and it
: Does of my Health Report 'Ear InfecMrs. Dees Roberts and Mrs.
Could there have been an issue has
Sam Rodgers of Murray say.s Wiley Parker
hydrogen peroxide help with hard tions and
worked out just fine. -directed a program
Disorders." Other readthat has torned him olT to her STEPH
it's not too cold to fish. Pic- at the meetin
eiuwax
in
childre
n. and how much ers who would like a copy
EN IN KENTUCKY
g of the Hazel High
should
tured is his proof that the crap- School
should I use'? I thought I read send a
self-addressed. stamped
Parent-Teacher AssociaAlter SeVCI) years together. they.
that
two
pie are biting. Rodgers brought tion.
drops
in each ear every
No. 10 envelope and a S2 check
Write
Dear
Abby
at
need to
night was correct. but I'm unsure. or money
deeper or it will con- www.DearAbby.co
in 60 nice fish.
order payable to Newsletm or P.O. Box
tinue to he a problem. -- LOUISE 69440.
DEAR
READER: Ear wav
ter and forwarded to PO Box 167,
Los Angeles, CA 90069.
protects the ear by preventing bac- Wickliffe,
OH 44092-0167.
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Today In History

By The A.s.sociated Press
today is Tuesday, Nov. 23. the
327th day of 2(11(1. There are 38
clays left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On NM. 23. 1910, Americanhorn physician Hawley Harvey.
Crippen was hanged at Pentonville
Prison in London for murdering
his wile. Cora. (Crippen's mistress. Ethel Le Neve. was acquitted in a separate trial of being
an aucessory.)
On this date:
In 1765, Frederick County. Md..

Nints From Neloise

became the first colonial entity lic .3t Chula
'a as Waled in the
to repudiate the British Stamp Act. U.N.
Security- Council.
In 1889. the first jukebox niade
Ten years ago: In a setback
its debut in San Francisco. at the for AI Gore,
the Florida Supreme
Palais Royale Saloon.
Court refused to order MiamiIn 1943, during World Vv'ar II. Dade County
officials to resume
U.S. forces seized control of hand
-counting its election-day balTarawa and Makin (MAH'-kihn ) lots.
atolls from the Japanese.
hive year, ago: In Iraq. gunIn 1963, President Lyndon B. men broke
into the home of a
Johnson proclaimed Nov. 25 a senior
Sunni Arab leader and killed
day of national mourning follow- hini.
his three sons and his son
ing the assassination of President in-law.
A commuter train slammed
John F. Kennedy.
int() several vehicles caught in a
In 1971, the People's Repub- traffic jam
on a busy road.

Exit
Strategy

cards, etc. I could not tell you exactly what was in there. So, the hint
is: AVnte up an inventory of your
wallet and e-mail it to yourself.
It will make a bad situation a little better. -- Shawn, via e-mail

you fie your shoes! -- Heloise
GREEN THING
Dear Heloise: As everyone
Dear
knows. "green" reusable shopping
Heloise: Durbags abound at local grocery and
ing the past
discount stores and now come in
month. when
a variety' of colors and designs.
lin leaving
SAVING MONEY*
In fact. 1 just purchased some prethe grocery
Dear HeloLse; Hate to throw cious pink
bags celebrating breaststore, I have out things that you still can
get cancer awareness. I thought they
encountered mileage out of" If you have those
would he great as gift bags. and
people waiting
wet wipes that have dried out, it
I have already gifted family and
outside the exit door ASKING they are
in a plastic container. friends using them
They. are inexFOR MONEY.
just add water and they are good pensive
. decorative and reusable.
I used to keep my change in to go again.
BABY Et
LJ ESC) .
If you have lipstick
My friend uses some sports-themed
my hand as I left the store. After you hate
to throw out because ones for his tailgating
supplies. being hounded by many people you love the
SO, WE,TIANGS
`IEP
-,
color,
`10J
just use a cot- - Darlene, via e-mail
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Chemists' places
Not taut
Blunder
Berry of "X-Men"
"ABC World News" anchor
Supporter's suffix
Conclude
Frodo's friend
Irritate
Italian wine region
Turkey neighbor
Ultimate
Tibia's end
Dreary shade
Docking spots
Highlands girl
Old Testament book
Play a part
"You said in"
Hydrocarbon suffix
"Something's Gotta Give" star
Consumed
Derisive sound
Some coasters
Health clubs
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Occurs
Spoiled, perhaps
Junior, to senior
Hernng's kin
Bar topic
Milano of TV
Traction aids
Friend of Fozzie
Land. as a fish
Preview
Waiter's aids
Watchful
Defeats
Sylvan spots
One kind of equality
Ritzy home
Lonely place. so they say
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